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TOWN MODERATOR                                            Moderator                                       Sharon Drake                    Term:  2018
SELECTMEN’S OFFICE                                        Chairman                                        Robert P. Krieger               Term:  2017
798-4541                                                                     Selectman                                       Steven R. Ives                   Term:  2018
e-mail                                                                          Selectman                                       Robert N. Fiske                 Term:  2019
selectmensoffice@loudonnh.org                                 Office Manager                              Brenda Pearl
                                                                                     Office Assistant                              Melissa Landry
TAX COLLECTOR’S OFFICE                              Tax Collector                                  Helen McNeil                    Term:  2017
798-4543                                                                     Deputy Tax Collector
e-mail
taxcollector@loudonnh.org
TOWN CLERK’S OFFICE                                     Town Clerk                                     Wendy Young                    Term:  2018
798-4542                                                                     Deputy Town Clerk                        Ashley Simonds                Term:  2018
e-mail                                                                          Assistant Clerk
townclerk@loudonnh.org
TREASURER                                                            Treasurer                                         Melanie Kiley                    Term:  2017
798-4541
AUDITOR                                                                  The Mercier Group, PC                  Paul Mercier                      Term:  2017
                                                                                     Independent Auditors
BOARD OF PERMIT                                               Board of Selectmen
                                                                                     Code Enforcement/Health Officer
                                                                                     Planning Board
                                                                                     Zoning Board of Adjustment
BUILDING INSPECTOR &                                    BI/CE Officer                                 Rick Wright
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICE                                                                                 William Lake
798-5584                                                                     Administrative Assistant                Donna White
e-mail:
codeoffice@loudonfire.com
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT                           Director                                           Rick Wright
798-5612
FIRE DEPARTMENT                                              Chief                                               Rick Wright
EMERGENCY 911                                                     Deputy Chief                                  William Lake
798-5612                                                                     EMS Captain                                  Tom Blanchette
e-mail                                                                          Fire Captain                                    Jon Leonard 
chief@loudonfire.com                                                EMS Lieutenant                             Kelly Clark
                                                                                     Fire Lieutenant                               Benjamin Carter
                                                                                     Fire Lieutenant                               James Leonard
                                                                                     Forest Fire Warden                         Rick Wright
                                                                                     Deputy Warden                               William Lake
                                                                                     Deputy Warden                               Travis Arel
                                                                                     Deputy Warden                               Jonathan Leonard
                                                                                     Deputy Warden                               Richard Maltais
                                                                                     Deputy Warden                               Gary Brooks
HEALTH DEPARTMENT                                       Health Inspector                             Rick Wright
798-5584                                                                     Deputy                                            William Lake
e-mail
codeoffice@loudonfire.com
Town of Loudon Officials, Departments,
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MAXFIELD PUBLIC LIBRARY                           Library Director                             Deborah Gadwah-Lambert                    
798-5153                                                                     Library Trustees                             Carrie James                      Term:  2019
e-mail                                                                          Library Trustees                             Alice Tuson                       Term:  2017
maxlib@comcast.net                                                   Library Trustees                             Molly Ashland                   Term:  2018
www.maxfieldlibrary.com                                           Alternate                                         Diane Miller                      Term:  2017
                                                                                     Alternate                                         Herbert Huckins, Jr.          Term:  2017
PLANNING BOARD                                                Chairman                                        Thomas E. Dow                Term:  2018
798-4540                                                                     Vice Chairman                                Stanley Prescott, II            Term:  2017
e-mail:                                                                         Member                                          Robert Cole                       Term:  2017
planning-zoning@loudonnh.org                                 Member                                          Henry Huntington             Term:  2018
                                                                                     Member                                          Tom Moore                        Term:  2019
                                                                                     Member                                          George Saunderson           Term:  2019
                                                                                     Ex-Officio                                       Steven R. Ives                   Term:  2017
                                                                                     Alternate                                         Alice Tuson                       Term:  2019
                                                                                     Alternate                                         Dustin Bowles                   Term:  2018
                                                                                     Administrative Assistant                Danielle Bosco
POLICE DEPARTMENT                                        Police Chief                                    Kristoffer R. Burgess
EMERGENCY — 911/228-1631                               Sergeant                                          Robert S. Akerstrom
Non-emergency 798-5521                                           Patrolman                                       Sean A. Nye
Fax 798-5585                                                              Patrolman                                       Juan C. Posada
e-mail:                                                                         Patrolman                                       Anthony G. Strout
loudonpd@loudonpolice.com                                     Patrolman — P/T                           Lester P. Milton
web site                                                                       Patrolman — P/T                           Thomas A. Hebert
www.loudonpolice.com                                               Patrolman — P/T                           Michael E. Crowell
                                                                                     Patrolman — P/T                           Chung I. Chiu
                                                                                     Patrolman — P/T                           Jeffrey Cain
                                                                                     Police Dispatcher/
                                                                                     Administrative Secretary            Janice J. Morin




ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT                  Chairman                                        David Powelson                Term:  2017
798-4540                                                                     Vice-Chairman                               Ned Lizotte                        Term:  2018
e-mail                                                                          Member                                          Roy Merrill                        Term:  2019
planning-zoning@loudonnh.org                                 Member                                          Howard Pearl                    Term:  2017
                                                                                     Member                                          Earl Tuson                         Term:  2019
                                                                                     Alternate                                         George Saunderson           Term:  2017
                                                                                     Alternate                                         Charles Aznive                  Term:  2017
                                                                                     Administrative Assistant                Danielle Bosco
AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION                        President                                         Chris Koufos                     Term:  2019
                                                                                     Vice-President                                Doug Towle                       Term:  2019
                                                                                     Secretary                                         Carole Soule                      Term:  2017
                                                                                     Member                                          Cindy Shea                        Term:  2019
                                                                                     Member                                          Bruce Dawson                   Term:  2017
BOARD OF EDUCATION                                      School Board Member                   Laura Vincent                    Term:  2018
                                                                                     School Board Member                   Bobby-Jo Michael             Term:  2017
CONSERVATION COMMISSION                         Chairman                                        Julie Robinson                   Term:  2018
                                                                                     Member                                          Robert Buzzell                  Term:  2017
                                                                                     Member                                          Sandra Blanchard              Term:  2019
                                                                                     Alternate                                         Sandra Sims                      Term:  2019
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HARDY ROAD VILLAGE DISTRICT                 Commissioner                                 Paul Lehouiller                  Term:  2019
                                                                                     Commissioner                                 Tim Chevalier                    Term:  2018
                                                                                     Commissioner                                 Ned Lizotte                        Term:  2017
                                                                                     Clerk                                               Angelyn Borden                Term:  2017
                                                                                    Moderator                                       Mike Jakubowski              Term:  2017
                                                                                     Treasurer                                         Carey Borden                    Term:  2017
                                                                                     Auditor                                           Pat Boon                            Term:  2017
RECREATION COMMITTEE                               Member                                          Alicia Grimaldi                 Term:  2017
                                                                                     Member                                          Amanda Masse                  Term:  2017
                                                                                     Member                                          Jennifer Pfeifer                  Term:  2017
                                                                                     Member                                          Laurie Jaquith                    Term:  2017
SOLID WASTE & RECYCLING                           Member                                          Barbara Burr                      Term:  2017
COMMITTEE                                                           Member                                          LeeAnn Childress              Term:  2017
                                                                                     Member                                          Barbara Parent                   Term:  2017
RESOURCE RECOVERY CO-OP                         Board Representative                     Dustin J. Bowles
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST                Supervisor                                       Marjorie Schoonmaker      Term:  2021
                                                                                     Supervisor                                       Francine Clave                  Term:  2022
                                                                                     Supervisor                                       Tracey Huckins                 Term:  2018
TOWN OF LOUDON/ARTHUR E. McNEIL       Member                                          Pearl Aznive
& RAYMOND C. CUMMINGS                              Selectman                                       Dustin J. Bowles
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP                               Selectman                                       Steven R. Ives
COMMITTEE                                                           Selectman                                       Robert P. Krieger
                                                                                     Member                                          James A. McNeil
                                                                                     Member                                          Brenda M. Pearl
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS                             Trustee                                            Kathleen Fisher                 Term:  2019
                                                                                     Trustee                                            Susan Kowalski                 Term:  2017
                                                                                     Trustee                                            Jennifer Becker                 Term:  2018
REPRESENTATIVES — U.S.                                 U.S. Senator                                   Maggie Hassan
                                                                                     U.S. Senator                                   Jeanne Shaheen
                                                                                     U.S. Representative                        Carol Shea Porter
                                                                                     U.S. Representative                        Ann M. Kuster
REPRESENTATIVE STATE SENATE                  State Senator                                   John Reagan
(DISTRICT 17)
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE GENERAL         State Representative                       Howard M. Moffett
COURT (DISTRICT 9)                                            State Representative                       Mike Moffett
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL            State Representative                       Howard Pearl
COURT (DISTRICT 26)
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Loudon Town Warrant
To the inhabitants of the town of Loudon in the County of Merrimack in the state of New Hampshire qualified to vote in town
affairs are hereby notified and warned of the Annual Town Meeting will be held as follows:
Date: Tuesday, March 14, 2017
Time: 8:00 AM – 7:00 PM
Location: Loudon Town Hall on Clough Hill Road, Loudon, NH
Articles 1-2 will be by ballot vote on Tuesday, March 14, 2017, between the hours of 8:00 AM and 7:00 PM at the polls
at Loudon Town Hall on Clough Hill Road.Articles 3-14 will be taken up at the second session of the annual Town Meeting
on Saturday, March 18, 2017 at 9:00 AM at the Loudon Elementary School Gym on School Street.
Article 01:
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
Article 02:
Zoning Amendments
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment 2017-1 proposed
and recommended by the Planning Board for the Loudon Zoning
Ordinance as follows: 
Add Section 509, Accessory Dwelling Unit to include:
509.1 Purpose:
To provide expanded affordable housing opportunities, pro-
vide flexibilities in household arrangements and provide for the
retention of Loudon’s rural character. Accessory Dwelling Units
shall be allowed in Zones RR-Rural Residential, V-Village and
AFP-Agricultural Forestry Preservation by Special Exception.
509.2 Requirements:
A. Only one Accessory Dwelling Unit shall be permitted per
Single Family Dwelling Unit.
B. The Accessory Dwelling Unit shall be located within the
Single Family Dwelling Unit or attached to a Single Family
Dwelling.
C. The property must be owner-occupied.
D. The Accessory Dwelling Unit shall not exceed two bed-
rooms.
E. The Accessory Dwelling Unit must meet all current Build-
ing Codes.
F. Accessory Dwelling Units must be no smaller than 750
square feet and no larger than 1500 square feet.
G. Suitable septic disposal facility shall be provided and con-
form to all NHDES regulations.
H. Off street parking shall be provided with at least 2 spaces
for Principal Dwelling Unit and 2 spaces for the Accessory
Dwelling Unit.
I. The Accessory Dwelling Unit shall only be permitted on a
lot that meets the minimum required lot size (frontage, area, etc.)
for a single-family dwelling in the respective district.
J. A Building Permit must be obtained prior to construction
from the Town of Loudon Building Department.
K. Interior door between Single Family Dwelling Unit and
Accessory Dwelling Unit is required.
509.3 Limitations:
A. The Accessory Dwelling Unit shall not be permitted subor-
dinate to a two-family or multi-family dwelling.
B. The Accessory Dwelling Unit shall not be permitted in
Open-Space Conservation subdivisions.
C. The Accessory Dwelling Unit shall not be segregated in
ownership from the principal dwelling unit.
Reason: Senate Bill 146, NH’s Accessory Dwelling Unit
law, takes effect on June 1,2017. The new ADU law
requires municipalities to allow ADUs in all zoning districts
where single-family dwelling units are permitted.
Add in Appendix: Definitions:
Dwelling Unit, Accessory: A room or rooms arranged for the
use of one or more persons living together, being subordinate to
another attached dwelling unit, and having separate and inde-
pendent sleeping, cooking, eating and sanitary facilities. An
Accessory Dwelling Unit shall include direct access to the out-
doors and direct access to the attached dwelling unit.
Reason for proposal: To establish a definition for
Accessory Dwelling Unit.
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment 2017-2 proposed
and recommended by the Fire Department for the Loudon Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Add Section 203.6 (#3), 204.6 (#3), 205.6(#3), 206.6(#3),
207.6(#3)
Bulk Storage: To allow propane tanks up to 1,000 gallons.
Reason: Current ordinance allows for a 500 gallon
propane tank and industry standards continue to change;
1000 gallon propane tanks are more commonly used.
Article 03:
Purchase of a Loader Backhoe
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $102,900 for the purchase of a Loader Backhoe, with said
funds to be withdrawn from the Highway Equipment Expendable
Trust Fund and to appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents to
carry said purpose into effect. The Selectmen recommend this
article.
Article 04:
For reclaiming and paving S. Village Road
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $215,135 for the purpose of reclaiming and paving S. Village
Road and authorize the withdrawal of $100,000 from the Road-
way Improvement Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose.
The balance of $115,135 to be raised by taxes and further to
appoint the Selectmen as agents to carry said purpose into
effect. The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 05:
Town Website
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $6,000 for the purpose of contracting with Virtual Towns and
Schools to create a Town of Loudon website, with services to
include full content development, website design, secure host-
ing, staff training and ongoing support; and to appoint the
Loudon Communications Council in conjunction with the
Selectmen as agents to carry this purpose into effect. The
Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 06:
False Fire Alarm Ordinance
To see if the Town will vote to adopt a False Fire Alarm
Ordinance. Such ordinance would allow the town to charge for
repeat false fire alarms. A false fire alarm is defined as an alarm
activation or sprinkler activation due to a malfunction. The
Board of Selectmen has the authority to set the fee structure.
The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 07:
Cemetery Trustee
To see if the town will vote to accept the provisions of RSA
289:6 II-a providing that the Selectmen serve for the term of
elected office as the cemetery trustees indefinitely until specific
recession of such authority by subsequent Town Meeting by
voting the following “Shall we delegate the duties and respon-
sibilities of the cemetery trustees to the Board of Selectmen?”
The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 08:
Solar Energy System Exemption
To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA
72:61 through RSA 72:64 inclusively, which provide for a prop-
erty tax exemption from the property’s assessed value, for prop-
erty tax purposes, for persons owning real property, which is
equipped with a Solar Energy Systems. Such property tax
exemption shall be in the amount equal to 100% of the value of
the Solar Energy System under these statutes. BY PETITION.
Article 09:
MVSD Withdrawal Feasibility Study
To see if the Town will vote to direct the Merrimack Valley
School Board to establish a committee to study the opportuni-
ties and liabilities to the Town of Loudon to withdrawal from
the Merrimack Valley School District pursuant to RSA 195:25
Procedure to Withdrawal. This study committee shall submit a
feasibility report of their findings to the NH Board of Education
within 180 days. BY PETITION
Article 10:
Hiring two Full-time Firefighters
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $167,502.44 for the sole purpose of hiring two full-time Fire-
fighter/AEMT or Paramedics. $77,646.44 to be added to Town
of Loudon Budget Line 41969 Employee Benefits. $89,856.00
to be added to Town of Loudon Budget Line 01-42190-100-125
Ambulance Wages FF/EMTs. The Selectmen recommend this
article. BY PETITION
Article 11:
To raise and appropriate for established CRF 
To see if the town of Loudon will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $499,500 to be placed in previously established
Capital Reserve Funds.
Fire Department Apparatus Capital Reserve Fund•
$100,000
Highway Department Capital Reserve Fund $50,000•
Bridge Capital Reserve Fund $30,000•
Recreation Facility Maintenance Trust Capital Reserve•
Fund $2,000
Library Collection Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund•
$5,000
Roadway Improvements Capital Reserve Fund $100,000•
J.O. Cate Memorial Van Capital Reserve Fund $2,500•
Ambulance/Rescue Equipment Capital Reserve Fund•
$40,000
Loudon Conservation Land Capital Reserve Fund•
$30,000
Town Office Building Capital Reserve Fund $100,000•
Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) $30,000•
Town History Capital Reserve Fund $10,000•
The Selectmen recommend this article.
Article 12:
To raise and appropriate for established ETF.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $60,000 to be placed in previously established Expendable
Trust Funds.
Transfer Station Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund•
$20,000
Septage Lagoon Expendable Trust Fund $10,000•
Highway Equipment Expendable Trust Fund $30,000•
The Selectmen recommend this article. 
Article 13:
For general municipal operations.
To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $4,429,399 for general municipal operations. This article
does not include appropriations contained in special or individ-
ual articles addressed separately. (Majority vote required)
Article 14:
To transact any other business
To transact any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 21st day of February
in the year of our Lord two thousand seventeen.
We certify and attest that on or before February 27, 2017, we
posted a true and attested copy of the within Warrant at the
place of meeting, and like copies at the usual posting places,
and delivered the original to the Town Clerk
Robert P. Krieger, Chairman
Steven R. Ives, Selectman
Robert N. Fiske, Selectman
Note: Due to printing deadlines, the text of the articles con-
tained herein may be subject to revision or correction
prior to posting of the Town Warrant.
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Town Meeting 2016
Loudon Town Meeting Minutes for
March 8, 2016 First Session
and March 12, 2016 Second Session.
Articles 1–2 were held by ballot vote on Tuesday, March
8, 2016; the polls were opened at 8:00AM and closed at
7:00PM at Loudon Town Hall on Clough Hill Road by Mod-
erator Sharon Drake.
Jeffrey Leonard and Debra Mulkhey being registered vot-
ers in the Town of Loudon were called over to check the bal-
lot box to verify it was empty.
The Loudon Officer for the day was Kristoffer Burgess
and later Robert Akerstrom.
The Ballot clerks were Debra Mulkhey, Dorothy Mulkhey,
Charlene Morin, and Eileen Cummings. The Supervisors of
the Checklist were Marge Schoonmaker, Tracy Huckins, and
Francine Clave.
Town Clerk Wendy Young and Deputy Town Clerk Helen
McNeil.
The results are as follows:
Moderator
Vote for not more than one. 2-year term.
Sharon Drake................................................................ 700
Write In: ......................................................................... 11
Selectmen
Vote for not more than one. 3-year term.
Jeffrey C. Miller............................................................279
Robert N. Fiske............................................................. 304
Roger A. Maxfield........................................................ 218
Write In:.......................................................................... 34
Supervisors of Checklist
Vote for not more than one. 1-year term.
Francine Clave ............................................................. 691
Write In:............................................................................ 5
Trustee of the Trust Fund 




Vote for not more than one. 3-year term.



















Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment 2016-1 pro-
posed and recommended by the Planning Board for the
Loudon Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend Section 204.3
RR District — Uses Permitted by Special Exception by adding
(P) Outdoor Event Venues, for non-recurring events such as
weddings or reunions, not to exceed eight events per year; and
Amend Section 205.3 AFP District — Uses Permitted by Spe-
cial Exception by adding (M) Outdoor Event Venues, for non-
recurring events such as weddings or reunions, not to exceed
eight events per year?
Reason: Venues that hold weddings, reunions, and other such
non-recurring events may be compatible with typical uses in the
district, but the current ordinance does not allow such activities
to be held. Permitting them by Special Exception would allow
some reasonable conditions to be placed to assure neighbors
that such venues will be entirely compatible.
YES 586 NO 175
ZONING AMENDMENT 2016-2
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment 2016-2 pro-
posed and recommended by the Planning Board for the
Loudon Zoning Ordinance as follows: Add under Definitions
— FARMING: All Such activities included under NH RSA
21:34-a?
Reason: As the ordinance does not currently define farming,
this definition would clearly refer to the existing state definition.
YES 648 NO 104
ZONING AMENDMENT 2016-3
Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment 2016-3 pro-
posed and recommended by the Planning Board for the
Loudon Zoning Ordinance as follows: Amend Section 203.3
Village District — Uses Permitted by Special Exception by
adding (N) Meeting halls and lodges for non-profit social, fra-
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ternal, and club organizations; Amend Section 205.3 AFP
District — Uses Permitted by Special Exception by adding
(M) Meeting halls and lodges for non-profit social, fraternal,
and club organizations; Amend Section 206.3 CI District —
Uses Permitted by Special Exception by adding (Q) Meeting
halls and lodges for non-profit social, fraternal, and club
organizations; and Amend Section 207.3 CR District — Uses
Permitted by Special Exception by adding (P) Meeting halls
and lodges for non-profit social, fraternal, and club organiza-
tions?
Reason: This seems to be a reasonable use for any district in
town; has been allowed in the RR District since the Zoning Ordi-
nance was created.
YES 625 NO 117
Second Session
Saturday March 12, 2016
Moderator Sharon Drake opened the second session of
Town Meeting at 9:00AM. Colors were presented by BOY
SCOUT TROOP 247, then they led the Pledge of Allegiance.
Moderator then asked for a moment of silence for all Vet-
erans, who are here at home and still away. 
Moderator then introduced the Selectmen: Robert Krieger,
Steven Ives, and Roger Maxfield.
Ballot Clerks: Debra Mulkhey, Dorothy Mulkhey, Char-
lene Morin, and Eileen Cummings.
Supervisors of Checklist: Marge Schoonmaker and
Francine Clave.
Town Clerk: Wendy Young.
The Moderator extended gratitude to the Merrimack Val-
ley School District, the Principal Mrs. Masterson, Facility
Director Fred Regan, Maintenance Coordinator Chuck Hous-
ton and his staff and the Loudon Highway Dept. for preparing
and setting up for the meeting. A special Thank you was given
to both Joan Beldin and Al Dwyer as they are volunteering to
handle microphones during this meeting.
The Moderator read the rules of the meeting and advised
that they are not Robert’s Rules. 
Then moved to reading the results of Articles 1 and 2, then
proceeded to Article 3.
ARTICLE 3:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $30,000 for the purpose of purchasing a skid-steer
loader and authorize the withdrawal of $30,000 from the
Transfer Station Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund created
for that purpose and to appoint the Selectmen as agents to
carry said purpose into effect. A NH The Beautiful Grant has
been applied for with a maximum aware of $5,000. If funds
are awarded they will be applied to this purchase. The Select-
men recommend this article.
Moved by: Bob Krieger  Seconded by: Steve Ives
Moderator opened the floor to questions, seeing none,
went directly to vote.
Article #3 Passed as read
ARTICLE 4:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $180,000 for the purchase of a Dump Truck and
Equipment, with said funds to be withdrawn from the High-
Way Department Capital Reserve Fund and to appoint the
Board of Selectmen as agents to carry said purpose into
effect. The Selectmen recommend this article.
Moved by: Steve Ives  Seconded by: Roger Maxfield
Moderator opened the floor to questions. 
Trudy Mott-Smith, 91 Kenney Road asked for an explana-
tion of what this vehicle actually is. Selectmen Ives gave a
description and advised it is a regularly scheduled update to
equipment. 
Seeing no further questions, Moderator moved for a vote.
Article #4 Passed as read
ARTICLE 5:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $97,635 for the purpose of reclaiming and paving
Wales Bridge Road and authorize the withdrawal of $43,000
from the Roadway Improvement Capital Reserve Fund cre-
ated for that purpose. The balance of $54,635 to be raised by
taxes and further to appoint the Board of Selectmen as agents
to carry said purpose into effect. This will affect the tax rate
by approximately .10 cents per $1,000 value. The Selectmen
recommend this article.
Moved by: Roger Maxfield  Seconded by: Bob Krieger
Moderator opened the floor to questions.
Selectmen Maxfield first wished to elaborated a little on
what was going to be done and why. David Steele, Lower
Ridge Road asked what shape the bridge was currently in.
Selectmen Maxfield advised that it was in satisfactory condi-
tion, inspected and passed by the state. Shane LaBonte, Route
129 advised that he drove over the bridge recently and it is in
perfectly fine condition, as well as the rest of the road. There
are a few spots that need repair, but Bear Hill Road needs
more, why don’t they do that road? Selectmen Maxfield
advised that there is a 5-year plan in place for all roads in
town, to keep them all continuously being repaired. 
Preston Lawrence, 28 Willow Terrace advised that he was
in agreement with this Article. Jeffrey Miller, Redwood Road
stated that he too was in agreement with this Article.
Seeing no further questions, Moderator moved for a vote.
Article #5 Passed as read
ARTICLE 6:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $35,000 to hire a Full-time Police Chief. This amount
plus $40,000 (included in the Police operating budget) repre-
sents the salary from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017 after
which the position, if approved, will be funded entirely
through the Police operating budget. This will affect the tax
rate by approximately .06 cents per $1,000 value. (Majority
vote required.) The Selectmen recommend this article.
Moved by: Bob Krieger  Seconded by: Steve Ives
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Moderator opened the floor to questions. Seeing none,
moved for a vote.
Article #6 Passed as read
ARTICLE 7:
Are you in favor of adopting the mount Hope and Moore
Cemeteries as Town Cemeteries and instructing the Board of
Selectmen to initiate any legal documentation necessary to
acquire said Cemeteries. The Selectmen recommend this
 article.
Moved by: Steve Ives  Seconded by: Roger Maxfield
Moderator opened the floor to questions.
Trudy Mott-Smith, 91 Kenney Road asked the Selectmen
to explain the responsibilities to the town if the Cemeteries
are taken over. Selectmen Ives advised that the town will meet
with the Trustees and then be taking over the handling of
paperwork etc. as well as maintaining the grounds. Selectmen
Ives commended the Trustees for all that they have done in
the past to take care of theses cemeteries.
Preston Lawrence, 28 Willow Terrace asked Selectmen
Ives what costs to the town and tax rate would this have.
Selectmen Ives advised that it should have little to no cost to
the town, since money has already been acquire, cost would
be for secretarial services only.
Seeing no further questions, Moderator moved for a vote.
Article #7 Passed as read
ARTICLE 8:
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Town History
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for
the purpose of writing a history of the Town of Loudon and to
raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed in this
fund. Further, to name the Selectmen as agents to expend
from said fund. This will affect the tax rate by approximately
.02 cents per $1,000 value. (Majority vote required.) The
Selectmen recommend this article.
Moved by: Roger Maxfield  Seconded by: Bob Krieger
Moderator opened the floor to questions.
Selectmen Maxfield advised that the Historical Society
brought this article to the Selectmen and they supported it. No
History has ever been done for the Town of Loudon before
and it will take a few years before it is completed.
Lisa Laughlin, 185 Old Shaker Road stated that she thinks
this would be a great idea, Loudon has a lot of history and
people who grew up here especially would probably love to
have this. Sandra Blanchard, Kenney Road inquired about
some sound equipment that was purchased to record the town
history, what ever happened to that? Michelle York, Currier
Road as the Vice President of the Loudon Historical Society,
the recording equipment is being used by the Historical Soci-
ety they have done a few oral history’s and have put them on
discs, the hope is someday to put them on the computer so
that people who are out of town can hear them. Historical
Society is planning to have a Reminisce Day on May 1st from
1–4 p.m., and would like anyone who wishes to come and
share stories that will be recorded. Preston Lawrence, 28 Wil-
low Terrace inquired as to whether this was a one time expen-
diture for the town and what is it’s purpose go forward?
Selectmen Maxfield advised that money would be saved up
for several years, since the cost to have this done is approxi-
mately $50,000 to have someone compile all the information
and turn it into a book.
Seeing no further questions, Moderator moved for a vote.
Article #8 Passed as read
ARTICLE 9:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $491,500 to be placed in previously established Capi-
tal Reserve Funds.
• Fire Department Apparatus Capital Reserve Fund
$100,000
• Highway Department Capital Reserve fund $50,000
• Bridge Capital Reserve Fund $30,000
• Recreation Facility Maintenance Trust Capital Reserve
Fund $2,000
• Library Collection Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund
$7,000
• Roadway Improvements Capital Reserve Fund
$100,000
• J.O. Cate Memorial Van Capital Reserve Fund $2,500
• Ambulance/Rescue Equipment Capital Reserve Fund
$40,000
• Loudon Conservation Commission Land Capital
Reserve Fund $30,000
• Town Office Building Capital Reserve Fund $100,000
• Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) $30,000
(Majority vote required) The Selectmen recommend this
article.
Moved by: Bob Krieger  Seconded by: Steve Ives
Moderator opened the floor for questions.
Katherine Kirsh, Hacket Hill Road asked for an explana-
tion of the SCBA and why does it not come out of the FD
Fund. Chief Wright explained that this apparatus is what the
firefighters use when entering a smoke filled building. The
usual life span for one of these is 15 years. He further advised
that a grant would be requested from the state but there are no
guarantees. Mike Moffett, Greenview Drive asked how often
one of the SCBA’s are used? Chief Wright advised that it is a
breathing apparatus that the firefighter wears with an air tank
and mask that goes over the face, which provides air when
entering a smoke filled building. Fire Department currently
owns 24 of them and they are quite expensive. Selectmen
Krieger advised that anytime there is a fire the firefighters
cannot enter a building without using one. They may not get
used every day, but must be used when needed to save a life. 
Marilyn Dubuc, 4 Youngs Hill Road stated that if the
SCBA saves even one life, they are well worth it.
Seeing no further questions, Moderator moved for a vote.
Article #9 Passed as read
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ARTICLE 10:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $60,000 to be placed in previously established
Expendable Trust Funds.
• Transfer Station Maintenance Expendable Trust Fund
$20,000
• Septage Lagoon Expendable Trust Fund $10,000
• Highway Equipment Expendable Trust Fund $30,000
This will affect the tax rate by approximately .11 cents per
$1,000 value. (Majority vote required) The Selectmen  recom-
mend this article.
Moved by: Steve Ives  Seconded by: Roger Maxfield
Moderator opened the floor for questions. Seeing none,
moved for a vote.
Article #10 Passed as read
ARTICLE 11:
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $4,313,713 for general municipal operations. This
article does not include appropriations contained in special or
individual articles addressed separately. (Majority vote
required) 
Moved by: Roger Maxfield  Seconded by: Bob Krieger
Amendment to Article 11: To increase the sum to
$4,318,212 which includes $4,499 for 3% COLA’s for
Library Employees.
Moderator opened the floor for questions.
Selectmen Maxfield explained the Amendment that was
handed out. An error was made and the COLA’s for Library
Employees was left off.
MaryAnn Steele, Lower Ridge Road asked for confirma-
tion that this was not for Library Trustees but for Employees.
This was confirmed by Selectmen Krieger.
Moderator opened floor for vote of the Amendment to
Article 11. Which was passed as read.
Preston Lawrence, 28 Willow Terrace asked 2 questions,
first what is the total tax rate impact? Selectmen Maxfield
advised approximately $1.67 per $1,000. Second question in
Town Report Page 16 item #01-42200-600-635 FD Gas and
Oil, why is there a 10% increase when other departments
seem to be decreased or same? Chief Wright addressed this
question for the last several years we have taken approxi-
mately $5,000 of budget from other lines for the Gas and Oil,
which caused us to fall behind in other items that are needed
such as hose line, etc.
Selectmen Ives stated we meet with department heads and
only make amendments as necessary, by drawing from one
line and adjust to another line as required. This is only done
as needed.
Seeing no further questions, Moderator moved for a vote
for Amendment and Article 11
Article #11 with Amendment Passed as read
ARTICLE 12:
To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
Moved by: Sharon Drake  Seconded by: Bob Krieger
Moderator opened the floor for questions.
Lisa Laughlin, 185 Old Shaker Road had 2 questions, first,
is this a Hazardous Waste year? Which was answered Yes.
Second, would love to see the Town post the Articles on the
website and would love to also see the entire Town Report on
the website.
Peter Pitman, Lovejoy Road asked for an update on the
new Town office building. Selectmen Ives advised on the
progress. The anticipation is that the work will be done, pri-
marily using town residents. The hope is that it will be com-
plete some time in this year. Due to so many delays and other
issues that occurred, we had to go ahead and hire Harry-O
Electrical who is willing to design and build the electrical sys-
tem and DenRon Plumbing & Heating who will also design
and set up the plumbing and heating. We have meet with sev-
eral approved contractors, which are all local contractors and
they will be submitting their bids for this project. We also
wish to thank Tom McNeil for coming forward and inspecting
the existing well that is on the site and for his help with get-
ting that up to the speed, we will probably need to deepen it,
but it should work out fine. The Selectmen do not anticipate
that we will need to raise any more money for the completion
of this building, there should be plenty of funds in the Capital
Reserve to complete this project. Selectmen Ives further
advised that due to the delay in beginning construction we
will actually be saving somewhere between $35–$50,000
because we now have a new option and won’t need to pur-
chase a full elevator, we will be putting in a “lift” instead,
which will work just fine for what we will need. We would
like to thank the residents of town for their patience and
understanding.
Jeff Leonard, Coaster Road asked if the town was receiv-
ing more than one bid for electrical and heating or was it
already given to them? Selectmen Ives stated it was already
awarded to them. It was simply due to all the delays, we had
no choice but to go ahead and award these jobs for the sake
of moving forward quickly.
Jeff advised that he is very angry that he was not
approached and even given the opportunity to bid on this job.
He is a Master Plumber in the state of NH and should have
been given the chance. Selectmen Ives advised that for a
Commercial building you must have an Engineers Stamp,
which Jeff does not currently have.
Stewart Russell, Daffodil Drive suggested using a water-
less urinal for the men’s room. This could save water and is
environmental better. Selectmen Ives said they will speak
with Architect and the Plumbing firm about it, but it isn’t
likely we will use that.
Alan Davidson, Route 129 how much is in Capital Reserve
Fund? Selectmen Ives advised the amount is $980,000. 
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Peter Pitman, Lovejoy Road does that amount include the
$100,000 we put in this year? Selectmen Ives answered yes.
Chris Kouphos, 65 Plateau Ridge Road is the new skid-
steer loader, to replace an existing one? Selectmen Ives con-
firmed yes it is. Will the old Plow truck and the skid-steer be
resold? They will be resold or more likely taken to the state
auction or just junked.
Moderator asked for a vote on Article 12
Article 12 Passed as discussed
LeeAnn Childress, Wellington Lane wanted to announce
April 23rd is Hazardous Waste Collection Day between 9am–
Noon at the Transfer Station. More information is on the
Loudon Recycling Committee Website, May 12, from 7 to 8,
we will also be hosting a composting seminar at Charlies
Barn. Information for that is also on the Website.
Cindy Shea, Lower Ridge Road, Loudon Agricultural
Committee, looking for new members. Meetings are first
Thursday of every month please come and see what it’s all
about. Looking for new Board Members. Advised that they
were able to get some grants last year and because of that they
had a few workshops. Looking to do more this year. Informa-
tion is on the Loudonag.org.
Ashley Simonds, Sheep Rock Road member of the Loudon
Historical Society, we do a trivia game on their facebook page
on first Wednesday every month winnings go to a local busi-
ness. We are also open 2–4 second Sunday every month.
Selectmen Krieger thanked Roger Maxfield for stepping
up and finishing out Dustin’s term. Congratulations was also
extended to Robert Fiske for being voted in as our new
Selectmen.
Peter Pitman, wanted to extend a thank you to Chief
Robert Fiske for his 40 years of service to the Town of
Loudon.
Seeing no further questions, Moderator asked for a vote to
close the meeting. 
Voted on and approved. 





Municipal .........................................................................................$03.12 per $1,000
County.............................................................................................. $02.82 per $1,000
School (Local Rate)..........................................................................$12.76 per $1,000
School (State Ed. Rate).................................................................... $02.28 per $1,000
Combined Rate................................................................................. $20.98 per $1,000
Hardy Road District..........................................................................$02.04 per $1,000
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Selectmen’s Report
The Selectmen shall manage the prudential affairs of the
town and perform the duties by law prescribed. RSA 41:8. 
The Selectmen are responsible for carrying out the votes
enacted at town meeting. We are also responsible for the day-
to-day operation of the town; this includes hiring and termi-
nating employees, signing off on weekly payroll and bills,
negotiating contracts. Our other duties include regulations of
the roads, licensing community events, setting fees, financial
accounting, and adoption and amendment of town codes and
ordinances. We are the final authority regarding property
taxes, trying to ensure everyone pays their fair share. We also
try to address any concerns brought before us by our resi-
dents. The most rewarding duty is serving on the scholarship
committee for the Arthur McNeil and Raymond Cummings
Scholarship, giving out hundreds of thousands of dollars. 
This year has been a busy one for us. We have a new road
agent and a new police chief; both are doing a fine job of
keeping our roads maintained and our town safe. We ask a lot
of our different departments — police, fire, and highway —
they all step up to the challenges we put before them. This
goes a long way in keeping our tax rate one of the lowest in
the Merrimack County. Another reason our rate is low is the
capital reserve funds our predecessors established. We finally
broke ground on our new office building. It is being paid for
with the money set aside for ten years in one of our capital
reserve funds spreading the cost over time. This helps elimi-
nate spikes in our tax rate. 
It takes a lot of work to keep the Town of Loudon running.
We are the ones people see, but there is an army of people
serving on boards, committees, and volunteering who do a
tremendous job without the fanfare or acknowledgement they
deserve. The Board of Selectmen THANK YOU very much. 
The Selectmen meet every Tuesday night at 6:00 p.m. (on
rare occasions meetings are cancelled) everyone is welcome
to attend. We have always been a very open board, if you have
a concern or a problem, please come in and share it with us.
If it is within our authority to fix the problem or alleviate the
concern we will try; if we need to work with another board we
will. We feel we have a very nice town and we want to con-
tinue to work to keep it that way. Thank you for being  
LOUD-N-PROUD. 
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Salaries of Town Employees
Eric S. Adams                  Special Events P.D.                 $481.00 
Stephen P. Adams            Special Events P.D.              $3,515.00 
Jonathan M. Adinolfo      Special Events P.D.                 $148.00 
Christopher C. Ahern       Special Events P.D.              $1,887.00 
Robert S. Akerstrom        P.D. Regular                       $49,501.71 
                                         P.D. Overtime                         $232.77 
                                         Special Events P.D.            $22,525.76 
Stephen M. Anstey          Special Events F.D.                 $152.25 
Travis R. Arel                  Ambulance Service            $38,804.00 
                                         Ambulance Service OT       $2,801.64 
                                         Special Events F.D.              $1,920.00 
Richard D. Arell              Special Events P.D.              $3,727.75 
Charles A. Aznive            Zoning Board of Adj.              $400.00 
Nicholas R. Baker            Special Events F.D.                 $309.75 
Michael T. Balcom          Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Harry N. Barrett               Special Events F.D.              $1,548.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation              $1,421.56 
Theresa E. Barton            Special Events F.D.                 $792.00 
                                         Ambulance Service            $20,974.87 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $880.62 
Richard J. Bassett            Special Events P.D.              $1,110.00 
Adam C. Batstone            Special Events P.D.              $1,776.00 
Brian J. Beach                  Special Events P.D.              $2,164.50 
Ernest L. Beaulieu           Special Events P.D.              $1,147.00 
Jennifer Becker                Trustee of Trust Funds            $200.00 
Stephen A. Bennett          Recycling Part-Time            $8,951.20 
Jeremiah T. Bentley         Special Events F.D.              $1,872.00 
                                         Ambulance Service              $2,196.21 
                                         F.D. Compensation              $1,128.99 
Joseph E. Blais                Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Thomas W. Blanchette     Special Events F.D.                 $100.00 
                                         Ambulance Service              $6,497.76 
                                         F.D. Compensation              $2,264.75 
                                         Forest Fire Wages                     $94.73 
Jeffrey W. Blurton           Special Events P.D.                 $351.50 
Danielle E. Bosco            Planning Board Secretary    $3,272.82 
                                         ZBA Secretary                     $3,273.12 
Leonard J. Boudrias         Highway Dept.                   $37,749.83 
                                         Highway Overtime              $5,997.24 
Naquisha Bourget            Library Part-time                 $4,240.87 
Robert F. Bowen              Recycling Part-Time               $940.79 
Dustin J. Bowles              Solid Waste                        $35,832.31 
                                         Highway Part-Time                $202.08 
                                         Planning Board                       $400.00 
Gary Brooks                     Ambulance Service              $7,322.21 
                                         Special Events F.D.              $1,912.50 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $814.33 
Kristoffer R. Burgess       P.D. Regular                       $64,608.41 
                                         P.D. Overtime                         $321.57 
                                         Special Events P.D.              $4,673.00 
Thomas F. Burke             Special Events P.D.                 $721.50 
Kevin M. Butler               Special Events P.D.                 $277.50 
Charles L. Byrne              Special Events F.D.              $1,890.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation              $1,392.35 
Jeffrey M. Cain                Special Events P.D.              $3,441.00 
Holly E. Callanan            Special Events P.D.              $1,073.00 
Michelle K. Cardinal       Special Events P.D.                 $203.50 
Benjamin J. Carter           Special Events F.D.              $1,700.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $752.22 
                                         Forest Fire Wages                     $82.43 
Patricia Chagnon             Elections                                 $120.00 
Robert E. Chance             Special Events P.D.              $1,184.00 
Aaron S. Chapple            Special Events P.D.              $1,110.00 
Chung I. Chiu                  P.D. Part-Time                     $6,189.14 
                                         Special Events P.D.              $4,070.00 
Ethan N. Christensen       Special Events P.D.                 $684.50 
Randal A. Cicchetto         Highway                               $5,783.25 
                                         Highway Overtime              $1,287.01 
Kelly Clark                      Ambulance Service            $11,845.85 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $660.17 
                                         Special Events F.D.                 $317.50 
Michael Clark                  Special Events P.D.                 $888.00 
Francine Clave                 Supervisor of the Checklist    $770.00 
Stephen M. Colcord         Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Matthew I. Cole               Special Events F.D.                 $624.75 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $317.30 
                                         Forest Fire Wages                     $27.48 
Robert A. Cole                 Planning Board                       $400.00 
Patrick M. Connors          Special Events P.D.                 $444.00 
Erika Cook                       Special Events F.D.                 $336.00 
                                         Ambulance Service              $2,159.22 
                                         F.D. Compensation              $4,610.58 
George A. Cooper            Highway Dept.                   $37,509.72 
                                         Highway Overtime              $6,780.43 
                                         Special Events F.D.              $1,836.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $106.77 
Scott G. Crobett               Special Events P.D.                 $888.00 
Stacey M. Courser           Special Events P.D.              $2,240.40 
Brian P. Crockwell           Special Events P.D.                 $370.00 
Michael E. Crowell Jr.     P.D. Part-Time                     $3,303.53 
                                         Special Events P.D.              $3,996.00 
Eileen Cummings            Elections                                 $600.00 
John P. Curran                  Special Events P.D.                 $296.00 
Jeffrey B. Cyr                  Ambulance Service              $3,900.39 
                                         Special Events F.D.              $1,812.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                   $75.28 
Martha J. Cyr                   Special Events F.D.                 $309.75 
Edward J. Dempsey         Special Events F.D.              $1,728.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $195.93 
Tyler J. Dempsey             F.D. Compensation                 $299.96 
Kyle T. Difruscio             Special Events P.D.                 $425.50 
Scott M. Digaetano          Special Events P.D.                 $721.50 
Joseph P. DiGeorge          Special Events P.D.              $3,256.00 
Meagan R. Ditomaso       Ambulance Service              $6,104.48 
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                                         Special Events F.D.                 $132.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation              $1,811.76 
Thomas E. Dow               Planning Board                       $800.00 
Katelyn E. Downs            Ambulance Service              $6,489.58 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $236.97 
Sharon Drake                   Moderator                            $1,072.00 
Tyler J. Dyment               Special Events F.D.                 $309.75 
Joseph M. Dyrkacz          Special Events P.D.              $1,295.00 
Gordon Ellinwood           Ambulance Service              $2,537.96 
David B. Ellis                  Special Events P.D.                 $999.00 
Tanya L. Emerson            P.D. Regular -                    $47,818.69 
                                         P.D. Overtime                           $99.00 
                                         Special Events P.D.            $17,325.25 
Kevin G. Faria                 Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Evan J Favorite                Special Events P.D.                 $518.00 
Michael C. Fenton           Special Events P.D.                 $962.00 
Michael P. Finogle           Special Events P.D.                 $536.50 
Gary D. Fisher                 Special Events P.D.                 $703.00 
Kathleen M. Fisher          Trustee of Trust Funds            $200.00 
Robert N. Fiske                Selectmen                             $6,902.82 
Stacie L. Fiske                 Special Events P.D.                 $888.00 
Michael J. Fitzherbert      Special Events P.D.                 $962.00 
Jacob B. Flagg III            Highway Dept.                   $34,744.90 
                                         Highway Overtime              $1,917.08 
Christopher Follomon      Special Events P.D.                 $721.50 
Kevin M. Foss                 Special Events P.D.              $1,609.50 
Shelly J. French               Selectmen Part time             $6,601.98 
Matthew D. Fudala          Special Events P.D.                 $148.00 
Deborah Gadwah-
Lambert                          Library Director                 $40,222.78 
Robert G. Gauthier Jr      Special Events P.D.              $1,776.00 
Keith J. Gilbert                Special Events F.D.                 $320.00 
Trevor Gilbert                  F.D. Compensation                 $292.01 
                                         Forest Fire Wages                   $170.35 
Tyler C. Glidden              Special Events P.D.                 $740.00 
Patrick Golden                 Recycling Part-Time            $6,207.54 
Allan L. Graton                Special Events P.D.              $1,285.75 
Richard A. Grenier          Special Events P.D.              $1,480.00 
James M. Griffin              Ambulance Service              $3,487.46 
Collin M. Grinnell           Ambulance Service              $1,423.35 
                                         F.D. Compensation                   $46.81 
Evan W. Hauptman          Special Events F.D.                 $157.50 
Thomas A. Hebert            P.D. Part-Time                        $916.56 
                                         Special Events P.D.              $1,461.50 
David A. Hewitt               Special Events P.D.              $3,737.00 
George W. Hill                 Special Events P.D.              $1,998.00 
Scott E. Hilliard               Special Events P.D.              $2,257.00 
Charles R. Hillsgrove      Special Events P.D.              $2,738.00 
Christopher G. Hodges    Special Events P.D.              $3,450.25 
Anthony P.C. Horan         Special Events P.D.                 $462.50 
Lance V. Houle                Highway Dept.                   $55,384.04 
                                         Highway Overtime              $9,029.94 
Gregory E. Huard            Special Events P.D.              $1,850.00 
Tracy Huckins                  Supervisor of the Checklist    $430.00 
Leland J. Hunter              Special Events P.D.              $1,054.50 
Henry L. Huntington       Planning Board                       $400.00 
Michael Hutchinson Jr.    Special Events P.D.              $1,831.50 
Cheryl Ingerson               Library Full-time               $34,276.89 
Steven Ives                       Selectman                             $9,558.64 
                                         Planning Board                       $400.00 
David B. Jones                 Special Events P.D.              $2,913.75 
Frank E. Jones                 Special Events P.D.              $1,776.00 
Thomas M. Kalantziz      Special Events P.D.                 $351.50 
Melanie Kiley                  Treasurer                            $12,259.35 
Jason S. Killary                Special Events P.D.                 $444.00 
Karl F. Koch                    Special Events P.D.                 $536.50 
Susan Kowalski               Trustee of Trust Funds            $200.00 
Robert P. Krieger             Selectman                             $9,158.64 
                                         Special Events P.D.              $1,480.00 
Michael Labonte              Elections                                 $200.00 
Alek H. Ladd                   Special Events P.D.                 $536.50 
Matthew P. Laduke          Ambulance Service              $8,663.36 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $761.59 
Richard E. Laferriere       Special Events P.D.                 $370.00 
Robert J. Lagor                Solid Waste                        $11,431.64 
                                         Highway Part-Time                  $20.58 
                                         Highway Overtime                  $113.19 
William L. Lake               Ambulance Service            $59,962.70 
                                         Ambulance Service OT          $491.28 
                                         Special Events F.D.              $3,448.00 
                                         Code Enforcement/
                                         Compliance                        $3,004.31 
Brian R. Lamarre             Special Events P.D.                 $110.00 
Melissa A. Landry           Selectmen Part Time          $25,164.00 
Glenn E. Laramie            Special Events P.D.                 $148.00 
Gregory Lavallee             Special Events P.D.                 $536.50 
Colin D. LeBlanc             Special Events P.D.              $1,480.00 
Bruce A. Lee                    Solid Waste                        $12,742.00 
Carole A. Lee                   Special Events P.D.                 $296.00 
Aaron W. Leighton          Special Events P.D.                 $222.00 
Ann M. Lemoine             Special Events F.D.                 $157.50 
Tyrel J. Lemoine              Special Events F.D.                 $309.75 
James Leonard Jr.            Ambulance Service              $2,645.39 
                                         Special Events F.D.              $1,912.50 
                                         F.D. Compensation              $1,140.60 
                                         Forest Fire Wages                     $63.19 
Jeffrey S. Leonard           Special Events F.D.              $1,728.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $322.53 
Jonathan E. Leonard        Ambulance Service              $6,049.70 
                                         Special Events F.D.              $1,800.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation              $1,542.82 
                                         Forest Fire Wages                     $72.62 
Dana O. Littlefield           Special Events P.D.              $2,368.00 
Deirdre L. Littlefield       File Clerk – Town Clerk      $5,725.30 
                                         Deputy Tax Collector           $5,778.89 
                                         Elections                                 $120.00 
Ned A. Lizotte                 Zoning Board of Adj.              $500.00 
Jaan G. Luikmil               Special Events F.D.                 $309.75 
Kevin G. Maes                 Special Events P.D.                 $888.00 
Christine R. Maille          Special Events P.D.                 $703.00 
Richard R. Maltais           Ambulance Service            $47,925.46 
                                         Ambulance Service OT       $1,978.92 
                                         Special Events F.D.              $1,020.00 
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Brian M. Martel               P.D. Regular                       $43,852.65 
                                         P.D. Overtime                         $763.46 
                                         Special Events P.D.            $21,194.13 
                                         ALS/Witness Fees                  $221.32 
Kristina C. Martineau      Special Events P.D.              $1,554.00 
Roger A. Maxfield           Selectman                             $2,255.82 
                                         Welfare Director                     $500.00 
Christopher B. Mayer      F.D. Compensation                 $304.92 
                                         Special Events F.D.              $1,728.00 
                                         Ambulance Service                 $204.48 
Jordan R. Mccluskey       Special Events P.D.              $1,054.50 
Kaitlin J. Mcdonough      Ambulance Service              $1,483.48 
Helen L. McNeil              Tax Collector                     $35,967.06 
                                         Deputy Town Clerk                $194.13 
                                         Elections                                 $360.00 
Brendan S. Merchant       Special Events P.D.                 $555.00 
Bart A Merrill                  Special Events P.D.              $1,184.00 
Roy D. Merrill                 Zoning Board of Adj.              $400.00 
Virginia Merrill                Library Part-time                 $1,266.83 
Brett S. Miller                  Special Events P.D.                 $888.00 
Lester P. Milton               P.D. Part-Time                     $1,394.93 
                                         Special Events P.D.            $17,353.00 
Philip I. Mitchell Jr.         Special Events P.D.              $2,645.50 
Glenn F. Mitera                Special Events P.D.              $1,091.50 
Paul K. Montray Jr.         Special Events P.D.                 $148.00 
Thomas L. Moore            Planning Board                       $400.00 
Charlene Morin                Elections                                 $600.00 
Janice J. Morin                P.D. Regular                       $43,891.54 
                                         Special Events P.D.                 $740.00 
Robert D. Morin              Ambulance Service                 $185.88 
                                         Special Events F.D.                 $864.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $890.15 
Sabrina L. Morin             Ambulance Service              $2,320.51 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $161.94 
Robert M. Mottram          Special Events P.D.              $2,960.00 
Zachary W. Moylan         Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Debra Mulkhey                Elections                                 $600.00 
Dorothy Mulkhey            Elections                                 $600.00 
Brett J. Murray                Special Events P.D.              $1,480.00 
Frances Nash                   Library Part-time               $29,660.55 
Robert S. Nedeau             Special Events P.D.              $1,776.00 
Thomas J. Newman         Ambulance Service                 $199.80 
Todd R. Nicholson           Special Events F.D.              $1,908.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation              $1,843.19 
                                         Ambulance Service              $7,990.86 
Ryan R. Nolan                 Special Events P.D.                 $222.00 
Michael J. Nordberg        Special Events P.D.                 $370.00 
Riley J. Northrop             Ambulance Service                 $412.08 
David C. Noyes               Special Events P.D.                 $814.00 
Meghan E. Noyes            Special Events P.D.                 $296.00 
Sean A. Nye                     P.D. Regular                       $47,872.63 
                                         P.D. Overtime                      $4,286.57 
                                         ALS/Witness Fees                    $42.60 
                                         Special Events P.D.            $18,333.50 
Kevin B. Odonnell           Special Events F.D.                 $315.00 
Florence Omar                 Library Part-time                 $5,908.46 
Adam A. Painchaud         Special Events P.D.                 $296.00 
Gregory L. Patten            Special Events P.D.              $1,184.00 
Patrick C. Payer               Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Brenda M. Pearl               Selectmen's Office             $48,261.80 
Howard C. Pearl              Zoning Board of Adj.              $400.00 
David M. Perkins             Special Events P.D.                 $888.00 
Nathan W. Phillips           Ambulance Service              $3,707.11 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $466.73 
Michael A. Pickering       Highway Dept.                   $38,762.02 
                                         Highway Overtime              $4,197.50 
Ugo J. Pinardi Jr.             Special Events P.D.                 $555.00 
Juan C. Posada                 P.D. Regular                       $28,403.77 
                                         P.D. Overtime                         $496.15 
                                         Special Events P.D.            $10,138.00 
                                         ALS/Witness Fees                  $160.10 
Zachary D. Powell           Special Events F.D.                 $152.25 
David E. Powelson          Zoning Board of Adj.              $500.00 
Stanley H. Prescott II      Planning Board                       $400.00 
Lisa D. Radcliffe             P.D. Part-Time                        $594.10 
John Raffaelly                  Special Events P.D.              $2,127.50 
John R. Reese                  Special Events F.D.              $1,836.00 
Lynn Riel                         Elections                                 $120.00 
William L. Robarge Jr.    Special Events P.D.                 $518.00 
Roy T. Roberts                 Special Events P.D.              $1,165.50 
Bradley J. Robertson       Special Events F.D.                 $309.75 
Stephen J. Rowe              Special Events P.D.              $1,572.50 
Paul W. Sanborn              Special Events F.D.              $1,248.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $590.94 
                                         Forest Fire Wages                     $27.48 
George L. Saunderson     Planning Board                       $400.00 
                                         Zoning Board of Adj.              $400.00 
Keith W. Sawyer              Special Events P.D.                 $296.00 
Leonard J. Schaffnit         Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Marjorie L. Schoonmaker  Supervisor of the Checklist    $945.00 
Brian J. Searles                Special Events F.D.                 $624.75 
Adam I. Seligman            Special Events P.D.              $1,887.00 
Andrew D. Shagoury       Special Events P.D.              $1,591.00 
Daniel B. Shapiro            Special Events P.D.                 $888.00 
Edward J. Shaughnessy   Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Daniel C. Shaw                Special Events P.D.              $2,284.75 
Katherine L. Silveria       Ambulance Service            $11,136.27 
                                         Special Events F.D.                 $408.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $316.34 
Ashley E. Simonds          Deputy Town Clerk             $3,425.00 
Gary M. Sleeper              Special Events F.D.                 $756.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $746.67 
                                         Forest Fire Wages                     $49.46 
Neil Smith                        Elections                                 $360.00 
Stephanie Smith               Elections                                 $360.00 
David Steele                     Elections                                 $120.00 
Ivan T. Stevens                Recycling Part-Time            $4,197.75 
Mark W. Stevens              Highway Dept.                   $30,562.48 
                                         Highway Overtime              $2,476.76 
Stephen D. Stock             Special Events F.D.                 $624.75 
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Anthony G. Strout           P.D. Regular                         $7,112.94 
                                         P.D. Part-Time                     $5,992.75 
                                         P.D. Overtime                         $614.87 
                                         Special Events P.D.              $3,274.50 
                                         ALS/Witness Fees                    $38.00 
Thomas E. Suckley Jr.     Special Events P.D.                 $351.50 
David John Suckling       Special Events P.D.                 $333.00 
Barbara Sullivan              Library Part-time                 $1,564.36 
Sean P. Sullivan               Special Events P.D.                 $444.00 
Justin D. Swift                 Special Events P.D.              $1,332.00 
Ernest R. Thompson Jr.   Special Events P.D.              $1,443.00 
Tammy L. Thorpe            Special Events P.D.              $1,618.75 
Benjamin B. Tokarz         Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Billy P. Tolios                  Special Events P.D.                 $518.00 
Beth A. Tower                  Special Events P.D.                 $555.00 
David Trainor                   Ambulance Service                 $343.00 
                                         F.D. Compensation                 $542.30 
Doughlas R. Trottier        Special Events P.D.                 $592.00 
Alice C. Tuson                 Planning Board                       $400.00 
Earl S. Tuson                   Zoning Board of Adj.              $400.00 
John Ventura                    Special Events P.D.              $1,258.00 
Douglas A. Voelbel II      Special Events P.D.              $1,924.00 
Brandon E. Walker          Special Events P.D.              $1,110.00 
Richard C. Walter Jr.       Special Events P.D.              $1,850.00 
Christopher Warn             Special Events P.D.              $1,905.50 
John R. Webber               Special Events P.D.              $1,258.00 
Scott I. Weiss                   Special Events P.D.              $1,184.00 
Sean E. Welch                  Special Events P.D.              $2,257.00 
Brett E. Wells                   Special Events P.D.                 $740.00 
Shelby L. Wheeler           Special Events F.D.                 $309.75 
Donna K. White               Planning Board Secretary    $8,403.64 
                                         Zoning Board Secretary       $8,404.31 
                                         Special Events F.D.                 $468.00 
                                         Comp/Code Asst.               $16,614.82 
Joli White                         Library Part-time                 $4,139.05 
Jeffrey P. Wholley           Special Events P.D.                 $832.50 
Matthew D. Wilson          Special Events P.D.                 $148.00 
Horace D. Wood IV.        Special Events P.D.              $2,553.00 
Donald C. Wood              Special Events P.D.                 $740.00 
Philip J. Woodbury III.    Special Events P.D.              $1,424.50 
Jonathan Woodworth       Special Events P.D.              $1,443.00 
Richard D. Wright           Fire Chief Salary                $67,016.30 
                                         Code Enforcement/
                                         Compliance                      $6,834.36 
                                         Health Officer                      $3,287.18 
                                         Special Event F.D.               $4,650.00 
William H. Wright           Special Events P.D.              $1,776.00 
Daryl V. Wyatt                 F.D. Compensation                   $69.23 
Kevin S. Wyman              Special Events P.D.                 $370.00 
Wendy L. Young              Town Clerk                        $32,461.51
Town Clerk’s Report
Hello from the Town Clerk’s Office. Most of you who
came by our office any time after September will have noticed
that a new Deputy Town Clerk has been hired. Ashley
Simonds has joined us as a welcome addition to our Clerk
world. She has caught on to this difficult job quickly and I
have high hopes for her. 
I wish to extend my sincere gratitude to Deirdre Littlefield
for serving as my Assistant Clerk for the past 7 years; she was
a wonderful part of our office, an excellent hard worker, and
I miss her tremendously.
As always, we are pleased with the number of people using
the E-REG, on-line renewals. If you have not yet had the
opportunity to try this option the web site is
(www.loudonnh.org  Town Clerk  Registrations). You





Fiscal Year July 1, 2015–June 30, 2016
Motor Vehicles................................................$   1,119,279.11
Dog License....................................................$          4,144.50
Marriage License............................................ $          1,000.00
Certified Copies..............................................$          1,820.00
Miscellaneous................................................. $          1,221.00
Total:.............................................................. $   1,127,464.61
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Schedule of Town Property
                                                                                                                                                 Vehicles/Supplies &                    Land & Building
Map/Lot                Location                                                                      Acres                         Equipment                                               Value
01.022                    LB Staniels Road                                                            5.20                                    7,726                                             84,100
02.037                     LO Bee Hole Brook/Backland                                        3.42                                                                                            5,600
11.007                     LO Wales Bridge Rd.                                                      1.05                                                                                          80,000
13.024                     LO Bear Hill Commons                                                17.60                                                                                          43,100
15.010                     LO SS Route 129                                                          60.00                                                                                        123,100
20.029                     LB Library                                                                      0.70                                744,180                                           652,200
20.030                     LB Cooper St. Safety Complex                                      1.94                             2,058,967                                           743,300
20.033                     LB Symonds Prop. /Town Office                                 20.70                                170,940                                           426,400
20.045                     LO Route 106                                                                 0.27                                                                                            8,200
20.067                     LO Future Town Office                                                  1.00                                                                                          73,800
20.070                     LO Route 106/Backland                                                 0.02                                                                                                   0
20.071                     LO Route 106                                                                 0.30                                                                                          19,500
21.017                     LO SS Route 129                                                            2.30                                                                                        121,100
24.008                     LO SS Route 129                                                          50.00                                                                                        106,900
28.034                     LO Oak Hill Rd. /Backland                                            4.33                                                                                            8,700
29.026                     LO Foster Road                                                               2.60                                                                                          69,200
29.084                     LO Church Street/Union Cemetery                                6.00                                                                                          75,300
33.008                     LO Youngs Hill Road/Town Pound                                0.14                                                                                          11,200
33.009                     LB Town Hall & Garage Vehicles                                  2.00                             1,578,613                                           486,700
34.004                     LO Youngs Hill Rd/Batchelder                                  152.00                                                                                          86,800
34.016                     LO Youngs Hill Road                                                     5.46                                                                                          70,800
39.011                     LO Lovejoy Road                                                       135.05                                                                                            1,300
40.008                     LB Transfer Station                                                       23.40                                300,000                                           420,400
40.015                     LO Soucook River Rec.                                                20.30                                                                                          28,800
43.010                     LO Youngs Hill Road                                                   60.00                                                                                          24,000
44.013                     LO Bumfagon Rd. /Backland                                       50.00                                                                                          50,000
49.016                     LO Hill Top Drive                                                          1.35                                                                                          24,600
49.052                     LO NH Route 106 North                                                0.91                                                                                            3,600
49.073                     LO Soucook Lane                                                           2.80                                                                                        103,000
49.099                     LO Soucook Lane                                                           1.10                                                                                          19,100
49.104                     LO ES Route 106                                                            1.78                                                                                          98,900
49.116                     LO NH Route 106 North                                                1.87                                                                                            6,600
49.117                     LO NH Route 106 North                                                1.72                                                                                            3,900
49.118                     LO Clough Pond Road                                                   3.51                                                                                          11,000
51.023                     LB Clough Hill Road Station #2                                  10.90                                787,557                                           256,100
52.017                     LO Taylor Haines Road                                                54.94                                                                                          53,700
56.005                     LO Shaker Road Area                                                 145.00                                                                                          29,800
56.007                     LO Off Flagg Rd on T/L                                                1.00                                                                                            1,600
58.084                     LO Clough Pond Road                                                   0.50                                                                                          80,000
58.086                     LO Clough Pond Beach                                                  0.60                                                                                          81,200
58.103                     LO Old Shaker Road                                                      0.50                                                                                          33,000
58.120                     LO Clough Pond Road                                                 13.42                                                                                          86,000
60.052                     LO Mudgett Hill Road                                                    0.25                                                                                               500
                                TOTALS                                                                     867.93                           $5,647,983                                      $4,713,100
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Tax Collector’s Report
Summary of Tax Sale/Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016
DEBITS
                                                                                                                                                             Levies of
                                                                                                                                   2016                         2015                        Prior
Uncollected Taxes — Beg. Of Fiscal Year:
Property___________________________________________                                                  547,540.52 
Land Use Change Tax________________________________                                                               .00 
Yield Taxes________________________________________                                                      1,065.65 
Excavation Taxes____________________________________                                                           52.70
Taxes Committed This Yr.
Property Taxes______________________________________             5,559,502.00            5,505,632.50
Land Use Change___________________________________                  10,800.00                      380.00
Yield Taxes________________________________________                             .00                 18,370.00
Excavation Tax_____________________________________                             .00                   6,936.88
Overpayments:
Remaining from Prior Year____________________________                 (14,305.03)
New this fiscal Year 
Property Taxes
Land Use Change 
Yield Taxes 
Excavation Tax
Credits Refunded____________________________________                  21,145.86                      535.35
Interest Collected On Delinquent Tax____________________                            .50                 39,920.56
Total Debits                                                                                               $5,577,143.33          $6,120,434.16
CREDITS
Remitted to Treasurer                                                                                             2016                         2015                        Prior
During Fiscal Year:
Property___________________________________________             4,973,033.09            5,793,443.25
Land Use Change___________________________________                  10,800.00                      380.00
Yield Taxes________________________________________                          0.00                 16,186.76
Interest____________________________________________                             .50                 34,910.56
Penalties___________________________________________                                                     5,010.00
Excavation Tax_____________________________________                                                      6,850.08
Converted to Liens
(Principal Only)_____________________________________                                                  252,259.46
Prior Year Overpayments Assigned 
Abatements Made:
Property Taxes______________________________________                    1,873.00                   3,807.60
Land Use Change Taxes______________________________                                                       0000.00
Yield Taxes________________________________________                           0.00                        19.43
Excavation Tax_____________________________________                           0.00                          0.00
CURRENT LEVY DEEDED:___________________________                                                      3,751.00 
Uncollected Taxes — End of Year:
Property___________________________________________                604,580.59                      464.02
Land Use Change___________________________________                           0.00                          0.00
Yield Taxes ________________________________________                           0.00                   3,229.65
Excavation Tax_____________________________________                           0.00                      122.54
Remaining Overpayments This Year_____________________                (13,143.85)
Total Credits                                                                                             $5,577,143.33           $6,120434.16 
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Summary of Tax Sale/Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016
DEBITS
                                                                                                                                           Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of
                                                                                                                                   2016                         2015                        Prior
At Beg. Of Fiscal Year :______________________________                268,030.01               284,077.97
Liens Executed During Fiscal Year: _____________________               269,725.23 
Property Interest & Costs (Coll. After Lien) ______________                    2,407.85                 22,310.69                 52,174.96
Total Debits                                                                                                $ 272,133.08             $290.340.70             $336,252.93
CREDITS
Remitted to Treasurer
Redemptions_______________________________________                  80,914.30               146,141.89               158,922.58
Interest & Costs (After Lien Execution)__________________                    2,407.85                 22,310.69                 52,174.96
Abatements of Unredeemed Taxes______________________                             .00                            .00                            .00
Liens Deeded to Municipalities_________________________                                                     3,746.69                   3,759.15
Unredeemed Liens Bal. End of Year_____________________            1,888,810.93               118,141.43               121,396.24
Total Credits                                                                                                $272,133.08             $290,340.70             $336,252.93 
Tax Collector’s Report
Summary of Inventory Valuation
LAND
Current Use .............................................. $      1,759,551)
Residential................................................. $  158,458,400)
Commercial............................................... $    26,024,700)
Tax Exempt & Non Taxable Land........($      6,220,900)
BUILDINGS
Residential................................................. $  269,765,024)
Manufactured Housing.............................. $    14,035,400)
Commercial............................................... $    62,153,300)
Tax Exempt & Non Taxable
Buildings..............................................($    12,291,100)
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Gas.............................................................$       2,701,000
Electric.......................................................$     12,265,800
Total Before Exemptions.........................$   547,279,088
(DRA NET & TOTAL EXEMPT)
Blind Exemptions (1)................................ $            15,000
Veterans’ Credits (302)..............................$          164,500
Expanded Elderly Exemptions (24).......... $       1,124,600
Disabled Exemptions (5)...........................$            91,300
Total Exemptions..................................... $       1,230,900
Total Credits.............................................$          164,500
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Treasurer’s Report
July 01, 2015 through June 30, 2016
Cash on hand July 01, 2015.......................................................................................................... $ 5,846,441.09 
RECEIVED FROM TAX COLLECTOR
Property Taxes & Interest
2015 $ 6,003,325.76 $ 39,845.32 $ 6,043,171.08
2016 $ 4,926,561.26 $ 0.50 $ 4,926,561.76
Overpayments $ 90,573.00
$ 11,060,305.84 
Redeemed Taxes & Interest:
2005 $ 3,321.88 $ 465.12 $ 3,787.00
2006 $ 9.26 $ 0.00 $ 9.26
2007 $ 366.64 $ 10.09 $ 376.73
2008 $ 6,711.76 $ 2,811.51 $ 9,523.27
2009 $ 1,453.48 $ 376.21 $ 1,829.69
2010 $ 5,179.23 $ 1,842.55 $ 7,021.78
2011 $ 9,876.93 $ 9,197.63 $ 19,074.56
2012 $ 25,578.02 $ 5,331.03 $ 30,909.05
2013 $ 105,857.08 $ 32,709.12 $ 138,566.20
2014 $ 146,141.89 $ 22,310.69 $ 168,452.58
2015 $ 80,914.54 $ 2,407.61 $ 83,322.15
$ 462,872.27
Current Use Charges & Interest:
2015 $ 380.00 $ 0.00 $ 380.00
2016 $ 10,800.00 $ 10,800.00
$ 11,180.00
Yield Taxes & Interest:




2015 $ 6,867.04 $ 41.90 $ 6,908.94
2016 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 $ 0.00
$ 6,908.94
RECEIVED FROM TOWN CLERK
Motor Vehicle Permits $ 1,119,407.91
Dog Licenses $ 4,144.50
Dog Fines $ 300.00
MV refund         ($ 98.50)
Marriage Licenses $ 1,190.00
Certified Copies $ 1,640.00
UCC & Other $ 1,085.00
Pole Licenses $ 20.00
Filing Fees $ 6.00
Wetlands $ 0.00
Voter Checklist $ 0.00
$ 1,127,694.91
RECEIVED FROM STATE TREASURER
Highway Block Grant $ 172,060.75
Meals & Rooms $ 258,478.16
$ 430,538.91
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS
Interest Earned $ 2,320.79
Other Gov't Sources $ 933.00
Net Bad Checks & Charges (all sources) $ 3,798.00
Sale of Town Property $ 284,964.11
Transfers to/from NH PDIP $ 15,378.02
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ESMI HCF / VOA Pilot Agreement $ 112,090.82
A/R Other $ 85.20
Parking Permits $ 560.00
Sale of Tax Map $ 25.00
Selectmen's Office Income $ 116.60
Welfare Reimbursement $ 3,309.50
Rental of Town's Meeting Room $ 2,050.00
Scholarship $ 133,500.00
Veteran's War Memorial $ 2,188.99
Due to/from Tewksbury $ 392.18
NHMA Insurance Reimb $ 1,964.76
NH PLIT Ins Reimb $ 1,315.08
NH PLIT Ins Reimb — Claim $ 640.00
NHFOA Refund $ 160.00
Reimb Legal Fees $ 905.50
Insurance Reimb OP $ 8.96
Data Refund $ 437.55
Recreation Revolving Fund $ 1,060.00
Health / Dental $ 8,901.26
LFD Special Events $ 25,447.00
LFD Forest Land $ 473.97
LFD Accident Reports $ 150.00
LFD Ambulance $ 132,771.53
LFD Mutual Aid Forest Fire $ 1,057.98
LFD Training Reimb & Refunds $ 1,960.64
LFD Radio Rebate $ 125.00
Other Revenue — local $ 905.00
Town Hall reimb heat, electric, repairs $ 684.91
Eversource Refund $ 28.44
Solid Waste Transfer Station $ 55,446.21
SWTS Stickers $ 6,622.00
Snowplowing $ 2,750.00
Hauler's Fees $ 45,784.99
Junkyard Permits $ 100.00
Hauler's Permits $ 875.00
HWY: Credit Trugreen $ 439.90
Refund form Retirement System $ 238.43
Pike Refund $ 5,686.47
LPD (pistols, accident reports, etc) $ 3,171.00
LPD Witness Fees $ 440.91
LPD Special Events $ 289,107.50
LPD Town Ordinances/CDCT/LTOs # 5, 7 & 8 $ 935.00
Building Permits $ 27,566.63
H&P and Blasting Permits $ 770.00
LPD Registry $ 10.00
Business Permits $ 50.00
Planning Board Income $ 7,688.00
Engineering / Escrow Fees $ 669.00
Impact Fees $ 27,250.00
Zoning Board Income $ 3,069.00
$ 1,219,379.83
Less Orders Drawn..............................................................................................................        ($ 13,929,626.84)
Balance in Checking at 06/30/16........................................................................................         $ 6,250,273.87
OTHER ACCOUNTS:
NH PDIP ACCOUNT — GENERAL FUND
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 899,809.31
Deposits $ 53,128.02
Withdrawals $ 594,128.02
Interest Earned $ 2,793.03
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 361,602.34
NH PDIP ACCOUNT — McNEIL / CUMMINGS SCHOLARSHIP
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Balance at 07/01/15 $ 2,884.46
Deposits $ 0.00
Withdrawals $ 0.00
Interest Earned $ 8.88
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 2,893.34
NH PDIP ACCOUNT — RECREATION REVOLVING
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 16,075.62
Deposits $ 0.00
Withdrawals $ 0.00
Interest Earned $ 49.40
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 16,125.02
NH PDIP ACCOUNT — TRANSFER STATION REVOLVING
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 18,559.81
Deposits $ 100.00
Withdrawals $ 0.00
Interest Earned $ 57.61
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 18,717.42
NH PDIP ACCOUNT — IMPACT FEES (ALL ACCOUNTS)
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 115,857.06
Deposits $ 27,250.00
Withdrawals $ 42,628.02
Interest Earned $ 355.71
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 100,834.75
TD  BANK — MUNICIPAL MM GENERAL FUND
Beginning Balance at 07/01/15 $ 135,596.53
Deposits $ 0.00
Withdrawals $ 0.00
Interest Earned $ 203.81
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 135,800.34
TD BANK — CLERK ONE CHECK
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 95,315.93
Deposits $ 1,547,011.54
Withdrawals $ 691,162.35
Interest Earned $ 0.00
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 951,165.12
TD BANK — TAX COLLECTOR KIOSK
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 100.00
Deposits $ 297,717.87
Withdrawals $ 293,716.87
Interest Earned $ 0.00
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 4,101.00
TD BANK — CONSERVATION COMMISSION ACCT
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 162,627.36
Deposits $ 500.00
Withdrawals $ 20.00
Interest Earned $ 73.74
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 163,181.10
TD BANK — LFD AMBULANCE MC
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 100.00
Deposits $ 38,859.67
Withdrawals $ 32,923.58
Bank Fees $ 0.00
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 6,036.09
TD BANK — TMCW LLC ESCROW ACCT
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 4,435.64
Deposits $ 0.00
Withdrawals $ 0.00
Interest Earned $ 3.54
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 4,439.18
TD BANK — HISTORICAL SOCIETY PASSBOOK
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Balance at 07/01/15 $ 1,438.46
Deposits $ 250.00
Withdrawals $ 284.00
Interest Earned $ 0.65
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 1,405.11
TD BANK — COLARUSSO ROAD BOND ACCT
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 0.00
Deposits $ 2,000.00
Withdrawals $ 2,000.05
Interest Earned $ 0.05
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 0.00
TD BANK — DAVIS ESCROW ACCT — CD
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 36,792.80
Deposits $ 0.00
Withdrawals $ 0.00
Interest Earned $ 123.07
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 36,915.87
TD BANK — MERRILL ESCROW ACCT
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 3,533.21
Deposits $ 0.00
Withdrawals $ 0.00
Interest Earned $ 3.54
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 3,536.75
TD BANK — PEARL ESCROW ACCT
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 21,785.75
Deposits $ 0.00
Withdrawals $ 18,798.29
Interest Earned $ 13.82
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 3,001.28
TD BANK — SCHAUER ESCROW ACCT
Balance at 07/01/15 $ 12,205.20
Deposits $ 0.00
Withdrawals $ 12,208.55
Interest Earned $ 3.35
Balance at 06/30/16 $ 0.00
TOTAL ACCOUNTS........................................................................................................... $ 8,060,028.58
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The Mercier Group 
a professional corporation   
 
 INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 
 
To the Members of the Selectboard and Management 
Town of Loudon, New Hampshire 
 
Report on the Financial Statements. We have audited the accompanying financial statements of 
the governmental activities, each major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the 
Town of Loudon, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended June 30, 2016 and the related notes 
to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the Town’s basic financial statements as 
listed in the table of contents.1 
 
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements. Management is responsible for the 
preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with accounting 
principles generally accepted in the United States of America. This includes the design, 
implementation and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation 
of financial statements that are free from materials misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. 
 
Auditor’s Responsibility. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements 
based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally 
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the 
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the basic financial statements are free of material 
misstatement. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts 
and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s 
judgment, including the assessment of risks of material misstatement of the financial statement, 
whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal 
control relevant to the Town’s procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the 
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Town’s internal control. Accordingly, 
we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluation the appropriateness of accounting 
policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as 
well as evaluation the overall presentation of the financial statements. We believe that the audit 
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinions. 
 
Opinions. In our opinion, the basic financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all 
material respects, the financial position of the governmental activities, each major fund and the 
aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Loudon, New Hampshire, as of June 30, 
2016, and the respective changes in financial position thereof for the year then ended in conformity 
with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 
 
Report on Required Supplementary Information. Management has not presented a 
Management’s Discussion and Analysis of the financial statements. Although it is not required to 
be part of the basic financial statements, accounting principles generally accepted in the United 
States of America requires it along with the budgetary information presented in the section marked 
Auditor’s Report
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Required Supplementary Information to be presented to supplement the basic financial statements. 
Such information, although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by 
Governmental Accounting Standards Board who considers it to be an essential part of financial 
reporting for placing the basic financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or 
historical context. We have applied certain limited procedures to the required supplementary 
information in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America, which consisted of inquiries of management about the methods of preparing the 
information and comparing the information for consistency with management’s responses to our 
inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other knowledge we obtained during our audit of the 
basic financial statements. We do not express an opinion or provide any assurance on the 
information because the limited procedures do not provide us with sufficient evidence to express 
an opinion or provide any assurance. 
 
Report on Combining and Individual Fund Statements and Schedules. Our audit was 
performed for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise 
the Town of Loudon, New Hampshire’s basic financial statements. The accompanying schedules 
listed in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required 
part of the basic financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of management and was 
derived from and relates directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the 
basic financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in 
the audit of the basic financial statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing 
and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to 
prepare the basic financial statements or to the financial statements themselves, and other additional 
procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of 
America. In our opinion, the information is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the 
basic financial statements as a whole. 
 
Paul J. Mercier, Jr. cpa for 
The Mercier Group, a professional corporation 
Canterbury, New Hampshire 
February 11, 2017 
 
1Please refer to the full set of GAAP financial statements on file with the Selectboard and not the individual reports and 
schedules published in the Town Report. 
The entire set of audited financial statements is available at the Town Offices during their regular business hours.
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Capital & Non-major Total
Noncapital Permanent Governmental Governmental
General Reserves Fund Funds Funds
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 6,732,798      2,924,935      709,679         342,354         10,709,766          
Investments 3,480,921      -                     3,480,921            
Receivables
Taxes 1,013,601      -                     1,013,601            
Interfund 174,343         73,762           248,105               
7,920,742      2,924,935      4,190,600      416,116         15,452,393          
LIABILITIES
Accounts payable 61,717           -                     61,717                 
Accrued Liabilities 2,552             4,233             6,785                   
Interfund payable 73,762           155,102         19,241           248,105               
Due to agency funds 33,199           -                     33,199                 
171,230         155,102         -                     23,474           349,806               
DEFERRED INFLOWS
OF RESOURCES
Unavailable taxes revenues 6,050,000      6,050,000            
Unspent grants & donations 9,342             9,342                   
6,059,342      -                     -                     -                     6,059,342            
FUND BALANCES
Nonspendable
Permanent fund - principal 3,160,382      -                     3,160,382            
Restricted for
Permanent fund purposes 1,030,218      -                     1,030,218            
Committed for
Open purchase orders 146,067         -                     146,067               
Special revenue purposes 392,642         392,642               
Capital & noncapital reserves 2,769,833      -                     2,769,833            
Unassigned 1,544,103      -                     1,544,103            
1,690,170      2,769,833      4,190,600      392,642         9,043,245            
7,920,742      2,924,935      4,190,600      416,116         15,452,393          
All numbers are expressed in USA Dollars




The entire set of audited financial statements is available at the Town Offices during their regular business hours.
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All amounts are expressed in USA Dollars
Original Actual Over




Property 1,859,524          1,886,951          27,427               
Land Use 10,000               10,420               420                    
Timber yield 20,000               18,370               (1,630)               
Payments in lieu of taxes 96,883               112,091             15,208               
Excavation tax 5,000                 6,937                 1,937                 
Interest and penalties on delinquent taxes 151,400             116,795             (34,605)             
Overlay (129,150)           (41,353)             87,797               
2,013,657          2,110,211          96,554               
Licenses and permits
Business licenses and permits 1,000                 836                    (164)                  
Motor vehicle fees 850,000             1,118,825          268,825             
Building permits 10,000               27,858               17,858               
Other licenses, permits and fees 5,250                 5,014                 (236)                  
866,250             1,152,533          286,283             
State Support
Meals and rental tax distributions 258,478             258,478             -                        
Highway block grant 167,997             172,061             4,064                 
State and Federal forest land reimbursement 477                    474                    (3)                      
Other 500                    1,058                 558                    




Town office 1,000                 702                    (298)                  
Planning & zoning fees 9,500                 9,907                 407                    
Other 6,425                 1,635                 (4,790)               
Public safety services:
Police department 3,000                 3,181                 181                    
Witness fees 471                    471                    
Ambulance 165,000             132,480             (32,520)             
Special events - police services 270,000             289,463             19,463               
Special events - fire services 50,000               25,447               (24,553)             
Highways & Streets:
Gilmanton snow plowing 2,750                 2,750                 -                        
Sanitation:
Solid waste collection & disposal 83,550               53,761               (29,789)             
Commercial hauler fees 61,000               45,906               (15,094)             
Culture and Recreation:
Recreation department -                        325                    325                    
652,225             566,028             (86,197)             
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016
TOWN OF LOUDON , NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Schedule of Estimated and Actual Revenues
The entire set of audited financial statements is available at the Town Offices during their regular business hours.
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All amounts are expressed in USA Dollars
Original Actual Over
& Final (GAAP (Under)
Budget Basis) Budget
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016
TOWN OF LOUDON , NEW HAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Schedule of Estimated and Actual Revenues
Miscellaneous
Sale of municipal property 6,500                 105,410             98,910               
Interest on investments 5,000                 5,318                 318                    
Rents of property 1,800                 1,800                 
Insurance dividends and reimbursements 20,500               23,929               3,429                 
Fine & forfeitures 3,000                 1,175                 (1,825)               
Other 3,600                 5,377                 1,777                 
38,600               143,009             104,409             
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Operating transfers in - Interfund Transfers
Special Revenue Funds
  RTransfer Station Revolving 10,248               10,248               
Capital & Noncapital Reserve Funds -
Fire Apparatus 325,000             49,644               (275,356)           
Recreation Facilities Maintenance 10,500               10,500               -                        
Emergency Disaster
Roadway Resurfacing/Reconstruction 100,000             100,000             -                        
435,500             170,392             (265,108)           
Total revenues and other financing sources 4,433,684          4,574,244          140,560             
Unreserved Fund Balance Used to Reduce Tax Rate 895,350             
Total revenues and use of fund balance 5,329,034          
The entire set of audited financial statements is available at the Town Offices during their regular business hours.
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The entire set of audited financial statements is available at the Town Offices during their regular business hours.
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Maxfield Loudon J.O. Cate Transfer
Public Conservation Historical NHIS Memorial Van Recreation Station
Library Commission Society Scholarship Donations Revolving Revolving Total
ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents 140,033             163,181             1,405             2,893                 16,125           18,717           342,354         
Interfund receivable 5,458                 67,074               750                480                73,762           
145,491             230,255             1,405             2,893                 750                16,605           18,717           416,116         
LIABILITIES
Accrued Liabilities 4,233                 4,233             
Interfund payable 5,458                 5,066                 8,717             19,241           
9,691                 -                         -                     5,066                 -                     -                     8,717             23,474           
FUND BALANCES
Committed for
Special revenue purposes 135,800             230,255             1,405             (2,173)                750                16,605           10,000           392,642         
145,491             230,255             1,405             2,893                 750                16,605           18,717           416,116         
Special Revenue




All numbers are expressed in USA Dollars
The entire set of audited financial statements is available at the Town Offices during their regular business hours.
Maxfield Loudon J.O. Cate Transfer
Public Conservation Historical NHIS Memorial Van Recreation Station
Library Commission Society Scholarship Donations Revolving Revolving Total
REVENUES
Taxes 5,590                 5,590             
Licenses and permits 8,434             8,434             
Charges for services 8,661                 480                9,141             
Miscellaneous 3,414                 574                    251                9                        49                  158                4,455             
12,075               6,164                 251                9                        -                     529                8,592             27,620           
EXPENDITURES
Current:
Sanitation 6,904             6,904             
Culture and recreation 212,098             284                131,000             343,382         
Conservation 20                      20                  
212,098             20                      284                131,000             -                     -                     6,904             350,306         
Excess (deficiency) of revenues
over (under) expenditures (200,023)            6,144                 (33)                 (130,991)            -                     529                1,688             (322,686)        
OTHER FINANCING
SOURCES (USES)
Transfers in 232,919             125,500             358,419         
Transfers out (10,248)          (10,248)          
232,919             -                         -                     125,500             -                     -                     (10,248)          348,171         
Net change in fund balances 32,896               6,144                 (33)                 (5,491)                -                     529                (8,560)            25,485           
Fund balances - beginning 102,904             224,111             1,438             3,318                 750                16,076           18,560           367,157         
Fund balances - ending 135,800             230,255             1,405             (2,173)                750                16,605           10,000           392,642         
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016
All numbers are expressed in USA Dollars
TOWN OF LOUDON , NEW HAMPSHIRE
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund Balances
Non-major Governmental Funds
Special Revenue
The entire set of audited financial statements is available at the Town Offices during their regular business hours.
The entire s t f t  is vailable at the Town Offices during their regular business hours.
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TOWN OF LOUDON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Special Revenue Fund -  Maxfield Public Library
Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balance






Program income 7,283.30            7,283.30            
Fines & other borrower charges 859.63               859.63               
Copier Income 518.00               518.00               
Miscellaneous
Interest Income 71.48                 71.48                 
Grants & donations 2,102.00            2,102.00            
Book sales 1,213.93            1,213.93            
Variance in beginning balance 25.72                 25.72                 
12,002.58          71.48                 12,074.06          
EXPENDITURES
Current - Culture and Recreation
Salaries and Benefits 137,232.24        137,232.24        
Other Administrative Costs 9,646.96            9,646.96            
Books, Periodicals and Programs 25,343.92          673.24               26,017.16          
Technology 4,153.68            4,153.68            
Operations and Maintenance of Facilities 35,047.68          35,047.68          
211,424.48        673.24               212,097.72        
Excess (deficiency) of revenues
over (under) expenditures (199,421.90)      (601.76)             (200,023.66)      
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Transfers in
General Fund 227,461.00        227,461.00        
Expendable Trusts Fund - Lib Coll Maint. 5,458.17            5,458.17            
232,919.17        -                    232,919.17        
Net change in fund balances 33,497.27          (601.76)             32,895.51          
Fund balances - beginning 30,449.89          72,454.61          102,904.50        
Fund balances - ending 63,947.16          71,852.85          135,800.01        
RECONCILIATION
Cash in bank accounts 66,347.65          71,852.85          138,200.50        
Cash in transit from General Fund 1,832.92            1,832.92            
Due from ETF - Collection Maintenance 5,458.17            5,458.17            
Payroll deductions & benefits payable (4,233.41)          (4,233.41)          
Due to General Fund (5,458.17)          (5,458.17)          
63,947.16          71,852.85          135,800.01        
Respectfully Submitted,
For the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016
Maxfield Library Trustees
The entire set of audited financial statements is available at the Town Offices during their regular business hours.
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Police Department Report
The 2016 year ended with the Loudon Police Department
responding to a total of 2516 calls for service. This is an
increase of 215 calls. 
This past year the Loudon Police has seen a transformation
with Kristoffer Burgess being promoted to the Chief of
Police. Chief Burgess was sworn in on May 11, 2016. With
this, the Loudon Police has now grown to seven full-time
patrolmen and six part-time patrolmen. 
Drugs, predominantly heroin and methamphetamines con-
tinue to be a common issue in our state and hometown. The
police department has seen an increase in arrests as well as
overdoses and deaths resulting in the use of these particular
narcotics. While the police department is making every effort
to diminish these problems we ask for your assistance. If you
notice suspicious incidents please report them to the police
department immediately. If you or someone you know is hav-
ing issues with drugs whether it be heroin, methampheta-
mines or any other please reach out to the police department
and we will assist you in receiving the proper treatment. 
On November 22, 2016, the Loudon Police Department
sponsored our 16th annual American Red Cross Blood drive.
A total of 39 donors attended with 34 life saving units col-
lected. The Police department would like to extend our grate-
fulness to everyone who came out to support this life saving
event. 
The two major NASCAR events scheduled for 2017 are:
July 16, 2017 — New Hampshire 301 (NASCAR) 
September 24, 2017 — New England 300 (NASCAR) 
The Loudon Police Department continues to work very
closely with local, state and federal agencies to carry on the
safety of everyone who attends the NSACAR events as well
as the residents within the town. 
Additional events are being proposed at the New Hamp-
shire Motor Speedway. For further details on these events
please refer to their website at www.nhms.com. 
A reminder that the Loudon Police Department has a web-
site that we continue to update at www.loudonpolice.com.
You can find information such as personnel emails, pistol per-
mit applications and vacant/vacation house check sheets. 
A reminder that my door is always open to the public and
I look forward to serving each and every one of you as the
new Police Chief.
If you wish to speak with us regarding any suggestions
or concerns, you can reach us at 798-5521 or via
e-mail at kburgess @loudonpolice.com or loudonpd@loudon -
police.com. 
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Code Enforcement/Health Officer
The Loudon Building, Code Enforcement/Compliance,
and Health Department had a busy year in 2016. New con-
struction, including mobile homes increased 20%, 40 permits,
an increase of 7 over the previous year. We saw a big increase
with the installation of solar power systems and standby gen-
erators throughout Town as well.
We want to remind residents that permits are required for
the construction of new structures, additions, and accessory
structures, along with standby generators, solar systems, ren-
ovations, and demolition projects. Permits are also required
for any new electrical, plumbing, gas, or mechanical work.
Most installers are familiar with the permitting requirements
but it is always best to confirm that a permit has been pulled
for any work being done at your residence or business. We
encourage anyone with questions to give us a call at 798-
5584; we’ll gladly work with you and/or your contractor.
Below is the breakdown of Building, Code Enforcement,
and Health activities for 2016:
CODE ENFORCEMENT/HEALTH BUILDING PERMITS
Blasting Permits.............................................. 2    New Construction.........................................34
Compliance/Code Complaints/Inquiry........... 7    Additions...................................................... 15
Health Complaints/Inspections....................... 3    Renovations.................................................. 21
Hawkers & Peddlers Permits.......................... 8    Accessory Structures.................................... 41
Cease & Desist Orders.................................... 1    Mobile Homes................................................ 6
Inspections...................................................359    Other (comm./utility, etc.).............................. 2
Sign Permits.................................................. 73    Demolition...................................................... 8
Mechanical Permits.....................................229
We urge you to contact us should you have any questions
or comments for our Department. The office hours are Mon-
day through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. We can be




Deputy Chief Bill Lake
Building/Code Enforcement/Health
Highway Department
Last year’s mild season allowed the crew to cut brush on
the roadside. 
Wales Bridge Road was reclaimed, graded, and repaved. A
new guardrail was installed to replace the old one.
Ilona Lane was shimmed and overlaid. A portion of school
Street was shimmed and overlaid. In front of the Library was
paved.
A portion of Clough Hill Road was shimmed. Culverts
were replaced on Pleasant Street. The guardrail ends were
repaired on Chichester Road. Culverts that needed repair
were replaced throughout town.
Sand sealed Ridge Road from Rte. 129 to just beyond
Brown’s Corner. 
Jacob Flagg (Tad) retired in September and Mike Picker-
ing has stepped into that position as Assistant Road Agent.
The new Mack plow truck arrived December 29th .
Lance V. Houle
Road Agent
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2016 Incidents
Fire Department
The Loudon Fire Department emergency responses in calendar year 2016 totaled 1,083 incidents, an increase of 96 from the
previous year. Call volumes vary from year to year and are impacted for many reasons. See incident stats below.
The Loudon Fire Department functions with a combina-
tion of full- and part-time personnel. Current staffing provides
coverage by two full-time or part-time personnel seven days
a week from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Nighttime coverage is mostly
handled by volunteer standby personnel.
Our cooperative ambulance response program with Chich-
ester continues to provide emergency ambulance transport
service to both communities. Both departments frequently
experience multiple calls at the same time. We continually
work to expand our part-time personnel coverage list for
unscheduled emergency and service call incidents. We urge
anyone with firefighter certification, emergency medical cer-
tification, or anyone willing to train, to join with us, espe-
cially for nighttime coverage.
In addition to responding to daytime emergencies, the day
crew is responsible for performing vehicle and station main-
tenance, routine inspections, issuing permits, and assisting the
public with Fire Department related issues. 
We are available during daily working hours at 798-5612,
unless we are on an emergency call or other business. If we
are not at the station, please leave your number and we will
return your call. Dial 911 if you have an emergency.
Fire permits are now available online for Loudon resi-
dents. To obtain a fire permit online go to www.loudonnh.org
 Fire Department  Links  Fire Permit Online Direct
Link. This will lead to the link for the State of New Hamp-
shire, Division of Forest and Lands online fire permit appli-
cation. There is a $3.00 fee for the online permit, which goes
to the website vendor. Fire permits are also available at the
Fire Station at 8 Cooper Street, Monday–Sunday, 6 a.m.–6
p.m. There is no charge for this permit.
The Loudon Fire Association, which is made up of mem-
bers of the department, invites the community to know its Fire
Department better. In addition to the popular Harvest Supper
held in October, members participate in Old Home Day activ-
ities, and have also held a spaghetti dinner in the Spring.
Please join us.
A big thank you to all members of the Loudon Fire Depart-
ment, who help to protect our community year after year, and
to their families for their strong support. 
Our call volume was up close to 10% in 2016 from the pre-
vious year. The biggest increase was motor vehicle accidents,
which were up 78%, 128 — an increase of 56 over the previ-
ous year. With the drought, there were several brush fires. The
largest was off Bear Hill Road in November, which burned 42
acres.
If you know of someone who may need assistance during
a power outage or anytime, please call 911 or the Station at
798-5612. 
There are many issues that we are addressing, including
staffing, planning, new dry hydrant installation and mainte-
nance, and apparatus maintenance and replacement, just to
name a few. 
I have enjoyed working with Fire Department personnel,
the Board of Selectmen, other Town representatives, and
meeting with local business people and residents.
Respectfully submitted,
Rick Wright, Fire Chief
Building Fires (in & out of Town):...............15    Fire Alarm Activations:................................ 57
Chimney Fires:................................................5    Carbon Monoxide Detector:...........................8
Electrical Fires:............................................... 4    Trouble Alarm:..............................................13
Appliance Fires:.............................................. 2    Motor Vehicle Accidents:........................... 128
Cooking Fires:.................................................8    Emergency Medical Calls:......................... 626
Vehicle and RV Fires:..................................... 4    Mutual Aid Fire Calls:..................................23
Brush Fires: ....................................................9    Hazardous Material Incident:....................... 10
Outside Fires/Unauthorized Burning:........... 32    Service Calls:................................................76
Smoke Investigation:   ................................. 19    Good Intent Calls:........................................ 15
Outside Wire Calls:....................................... 21    Station Coverage:.......................................... 8
...........................................................................                        TOTAL = 1,083 CALLS
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Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact
The 2016 annual report is prepared for the Board of Direc-
tors of the Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact as a sum-
mary of general activities and events occurring through
December 31, 2016. It is also provided to the Town offices of
the Compact’s member communities for information and dis-
tribution as desired.
The Compact’s operational area is 769 square miles with a
resident population of 132,983. The Equalized Property Valu-
ation in our coverage area is currently listed as over twelve
billion dollars. We also provide and receive mutual aid
responses with communities beyond our member area.
The Compact provides 24/7 emergency dispatch service to
its twenty-two member communities. This service is con-
tracted with the City of Concord Fire Department’s Commu-
nications Center. A detailed activity report by town/agency is
attached. The year-end totals for 2016:
                                       Number of incidents = 23,146
                                          Increase over 2015 = 3.6%
 Telephone calls received on emergency lines = 46,661
                       Outgoing telephone calls made = 9,435
            % of telephone calls answered in less =
                                               than 15 seconds = 99.23%
   Fire alarm systems placed in/out of service = 2,901
             Average number of incidents per day =
                                                       dispatched = 63
   Average number of telephone calls per day = 154
The 2016 Compact operating budget was $1,148,588. Fund-
ing for all Compact operations is provided by the member
communities. We continue to apply for State and Federal
Grant Funds when available. The Phase 1 and 2 communica-
tions work funded in 2014 with a $499,403 grant was com-
pleted during 2016. Equipment for simulcast communications
was installed and the system is in operation. The Phase 3
communications work funded with a 2015 grant is still in the
planning stages, with work scheduled to begin over the win-
ter. The Compact has received a total of $1,499,225.59 in
grant funding since 2007.
During 2016 we replaced the command vehicle used by
the Chief Coordinator. The 2007 GMC Yukon XL with
165,000 miles was replaced with a new 2016 Chevy Tahoe.
The Chief Coordinator responded to 155 incidents
throughout the system in 2016, and provided command post
assistance on those mutual aid incidents. He also aids all
departments with response planning, updating addressing
information, and represents the Compact with several organi-
zations related to public safety.
Compact officers serving during 2015 were:
President, Chief Jon Wiggin, Dunbarton
Vice President, Chief Ed Raymond, Warner
Secretary, Chief Alan Quimby, Chichester
Treasurer, Assistant Chief Dick Pistey, Bow
The Training Committee chaired by Henniker Captain
Mick Costello; with members Bow Assistant Chief Dick
Pistey, Chichester Deputy Chief Matt Cole, and Warner
Deputy Chief Jon France assisted departments with mutual
aid exercises. These combined drills provide valuable training
in the delivery of mutual aid services.
The Central New Hampshire Hazmat Team represents 58
Capital Area and Lakes Region area communities and is ready
to assist or respond to hazardous materials incidents in our
combined areas. Hazardous Materials Team Chief Bill Wein-
hold encourages all communities to participate in the
Regional Emergency Planning Committee (REPC) planning
programs and to take advantage of hazardous materials train-
ing for local departments.
2016 was the second consecutive year of significant brush
fires throughout the Compact and all of the State. The ongo-
ing drought continues to elevate the wildfire threat. The
importance of mutual aid was highlighted by these large-scale
incidents as Compact departments travelled far outside their
normal response areas to provide help to other communities
and some received assistance from multiple departments. The
dispatch center was busy coordinating Compact responses
and fulfilling their role as the primary contact for the
Statewide Mobilization Plan.
All departments are encouraged to send representation to
all Compact meetings. Your input is needed. The Compact
was created for the mutual benefit of member communities
and active participation is a necessity to ensure the needs of
all are being met.
I invite anyone with questions or comments to contact me.
I thank all departments for their cooperation. Please contact
any Compact officer or the Chief Coordinator if we may be of
assistance.
Keith Gilbert, Chief Coordinator
Capital Area Fire Compact
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Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact
2015 Incidents vs. 2016 Incidents
ID # Town 2015 Incidents 2016 Incidents % Change
50 Allenstown 620 645 4.0%
51 Boscawen 200 194 –3.0%
52 Bow 1066 1037 –2.7%
53 Canterbury 305 312 2.3%
54 Chichester 437 440 0.7%
55 Concord 8096 8303 2.6%
56 Epsom 803 842 4.9%
57 Dunbarton 186 207 11.3%
58 Henniker 958 904 –5.6%
59 Hillsboro 930 1027 10.4%
60 Hopkinton 1092 1119 2.5%
61 Loudon 987 1083 9.7%
62 Pembroke 302 296 –2.0%
63 Hooksett 2068 2281 10.3%
64 Penacook RSQ 836 840 0.5%
65 Webster 158 185 17.1%
66 CNH Haz Mat 8 6 –25.0%
71 Northwood 612 647 5.7%
72 Pittsfield 726 822 13.2%
74 Salisbury 120 152 26.7%
79 Tri-Town Ambulance 1032 1046 1.4%
80 Warner 392 397 1.3%
82 Bradford 177 161 –9.0%
84 Deering 237 200 –15.6%
22,348 23,146 3.6%
Total Amount of Fire Alarm Systems placed Out-of-Service / In-Service for maintenance in 2015: 2,901
Mutual Aid Coordinator Responded to 155 incidents in 2016
Concord Hospital's Medical Director Responded to 70 incidents in 2016
Inbound Telephone Calls Received on Emergency Lines:              46,661
Outbound Telephone Calls Made:                                                      9,435
% of Inbound Telephone Calls Answered Under 10 Seconds:      95.67%
% of Inbound Telephone Calls Answered Under 15 Seconds:      99.23%
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Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Over the past two years, New Hampshire has experienced
its busiest fire seasons since 1989. 1,090 acres burned during
the 2016 season. The White Mountain National Forest expe-
rienced its largest fire since becoming a National Forest,
burning 330 acres in the town of Albany in November. Fires
falling under state jurisdiction burned 759 acres, with the
largest fire of 199 acres occurring in Stoddard. The extremely
dry summer led to a busy fall fire season with large fires
occurring into mid-November. Drought conditions hampered
fire suppression efforts and extended the time needed to
extinguish fires. Your local fire departments and the Division
of Forests & Lands worked tirelessly throughout the year to
protect homes and the forests. The statewide system of 16 fire
lookout towers continues to operate on high fire danger days.
Our fire lookouts are credited with keeping many fires small
due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities. The tow-
ers fire detection efforts were supplemented by the NH Civil
Air Patrol when the fire danger was especially high. 
Many homes in New Hampshire are located in the wild-
land urban interface, which is the area where homes and flam-
mable wildland fuels intermix. Several of the fires during the
2016 season threatened structures, and a few structures were
burned, a constant reminder that forest fires burn more than
just trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a
wildland fire from spreading to their home. Precautions
include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine
needles, and maintaining adequate green space around your
home free of flammable materials. Additional information
and homeowner recommendations are available at www.fire-
wise.org. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire depart-
ment, and the state’s Forest Rangers by being fire wise and
fire safe!
As we prepare for the 2017 fire season, please remember
to contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department
to determine if a fire permit is required before doing ANY
outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire per-
mit is required for all outside burning, unless the ground is
completely covered with snow. Fire permits are also available
online in most towns and may be obtained by visiting
www.NHfirepermit.com. The burning of household waste is
prohibited by the Air Resources Division of the Department
of Environmental Services (DES). You are encouraged to
contact the local fire department or DES at 603-271-3503 or
www.des.nh.gov for more information. Safe open burning
requires your diligence and responsibility. Thank you for
helping us to protect New Hampshire’s forest resources. For
more information please contact the Division of Forests &
Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online at www.nhdfl.org. 
2016 WILDLAND FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of December 2016)
CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
Arson.............................15 Railroad...........................2
Debris Burning..............85 Equipment..................... 18
Campfire........................35 Lightning ........................9
Children.........................10 Misc.*..........................148
Smoking........................ 12 (*Misc.: power lines, fireworks,
...................................................... electric fences, etc.)







ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT WILDFIRES!
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Transfer Station
The Transfer Station has again undergone some personnel
changes this year. Robbie Lagor left us in May as he found a
good job closer to his family in Vermont. We were able to
replace him in July with the hiring of Bruce Lee. Our part-time
person also moved on to a job more suitable to his liking, so
thankfully we were able to hire Steve Bennett as our part-time
worker. Ivan Stevens and Rob Bowen continue to fill in when
needed as our per diem men. I can’t thank this crew enough as
we’ve had a lot of changes throughout the year and they are
there to help myself as well as the residents, new and old.
We seem to have a lot of new residents moving into town.
Most are accepting of our recycling processes and I thank
them for that.
The recycling market is still in a slow trend. Demand is
still down for most markets. Cardboard is the one commodity
that has held a stronger price with mixed paper right behind
it. I would encourage people to continue to recycle the items
that we do recycle. It all helps on the tipping fee on trash sent
to Wheelabrator in Penacook. Scrap metal is climbing in price
very slowly so please try to remember that all metal items
should be put in the metal area. If you have questions, please
ask an attendant. We are always there to help out residents.
The new skid-steer loader that was approved at Town
Meeting last year with the help of a $5,000 grant from New
Hampshire the Beautiful arrived in July. It’s been nice to have
a heated skid-steer loader this winter with the cold and snowy
weather. We also had our household hazardous waste day in
April and collected several barrels and gaylords of hazardous
materials. We will have our next household hazardous waste
day in the spring of 2018. Please remember latex paints and
antifreeze are accepted any time. Please check with the atten-
dant in the office for help.
I would like to thank the workers at the Transfer Station for
their time and patience with the changes we have endured this
past year, as well as the residents for their continued recycling
as it does save tax dollars. I also wish to thank the Recycling
Committee for their time and resources in keeping the resi-




New Hampshire the Beautiful
In 2016, the Town of Loudon was awarded a grant from
NH the Beautiful (NHtB) in the amount of $5,000.00. This
grant was used toward the purchase of a Skid Steer Loader. A
Skid Steer Loader will improve the efficiency and productiv-
ity in belling operation.
NH the Beautiful, Inc. (www.nhthebeautiful.org) is a pri-
vate non-profit charitable trust founded in 1983. All NHtB
funding comes from voluntary donations made by the soft
drink, grocery, and malt beverage industries in NH.
NHtB has been helping New Hampshire communities
improve their recycling programs for over 30 years by provid-
ing equipment grants and recycling signs as well as offering
discounted pricing on recycling bins and containers.
NHtB New Hampshire the Beautiful, Inc. also supports the
NRRA School Education Program (the CLUB). The North-
east Resource Recovery Association (NRRA) (www.nrra.net)
is administrator  for the New Hampshire the Beautiful pro-
grams.
NH the Beautiful is pleased to support the Town of Loudon
its efforts to improve its recycling program.
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Solid Waste/Recycling Report
This year, the Town of Loudon sent a total of 3,211.56 tons
of trash to the Penacook incinerator at a tipping fee of $65.96
per ton for 2016 at a total cost of $211,834.50 to taxpayers.
Again we encourage people to continue to recycle to help
save on tipping fees. Tipping fees will increase this year to an
estimated $67.50, up a little from last year, but still artificially
low as it continues to be subsidized by cash being dispersed
by the Co-op. The true tipping fee should be more like $80
per ton or more.
The Town recycled a total of 318.64 tons of materials,
which we processed through our recycling program. That is a
savings of $21,017.49 in tipping fees at $65.96 per ton if it
was sent to the Penacook incinerator. Other sources of rev-
enue are metal, batteries and propane tanks which add an
additional 193 tons of recycling with revenue of $15,797.94.
With over 2,000 tons of trash going into the hopper and going
to the Penacook incinerator last year, we ask that you remem-
ber that items like cardboard and anything metal are two of
our best revenue sources. We would encourage you to help us
cut tonnage going to the incinerator and increase revenue by
recycling. Please ask an attendant if you are unsure of where
an item goes. We are here to help.
Respectfully Submitted,
Dustin J. Bowles
For calendar year January to December 2016
ITEMS RECYCLED                TONS                    REVENUE
Aluminum                                    5.591                    $0105,232,29)
Cardboard                                    98.92                          10,045.25)
Glass                                            64.00                                      —)
Mixed Paper                               124.86                           4,917.77)
Plastics                                         25.27                            3,526.10)
Total                                           318.64                     $023,721.41)
Batteries                                        3.02                             1,378.87)
Metal                                           190.00                         14,311.07)
Propane Tanks                                —                                   108.00
Grand Total                               511.66$039,519.35Other rev-
enue received from:
Tires, White Goods, Septage, Building Demolition, Shingles,
Sheetrock, Mattresses, Furniture, Porcelain Items, Anti-freeze,
Light Bulbs, Electronics, Resident Stickers, etc.       $043,516.75)
Total Revenues                                                          $083,036.10)
Minus Transport Charge/Rental                                ($042,141.12)
Savings Before Cost Avoidance                                  $040,894.98)
Cost Avoidance: 318.64 tons x $65.96                       $021,017.49)
Revenue/Savings from the
Transfer Station is:                                                  $161,912.47)
Northeast Resource Recovery Association
Congratulations to the Town of
Loudon for being such active recyclers!
At right you’ll find information on the
positive impact this recycling has had on
your environment.
The recyclable materials listed were
sent to market to be remanufactured into
new products through your non-profit
recycling or ganization, the Northeast
Resource Recovery Association.
Avoided Emissions: Recycling uses
much less energy than making products
from virgin resources, and using less
energy means fewer greenhouse gases
emitted into the atmosphere. By recy-
cling the materials at the right, you have
avoided about 1,703 tons of carbon diox-
ide emissions. That is the equivalent of
removing 362 passenger cars from the






Here is only one benefit of using this recycled material




Conserved enough energy to run a television
for 1,138,633 hours!
Electronics 43,717 lbs. Conserved enough energy to power5.6 houses for one year!
Paper 223.78 tons Saved 3,804 trees!
Plastics 50,540 lbs. Conserved 37,905 gallons of gasoline!
Scrap Metal 169.6 gross tons Conserved 474,993 pounds of iron ore!
Tires 5.1 tons Conserved 3.3 barrels of oil!
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Planning Board
The Loudon Planning Board reviewed fourteen applica-
tions in 2016. There were applications for two minor subdivi-
sions, one minor site development, one amended site plan,
nine lot line adjustments, and one change of use.
The Planning Board currently consists of six elected mem-
bers, one Selectmen’s representative, and two appointed alter-
nates. Current Planning Board members are: Chairman Tom
Dow (2018), Henry Huntington (2018), Tom Moore (2019),
Vice Chairman Stanley Prescott (2017), Bob Cole (2017),
George Saunderson (2019), Ex-Officio Steve Ives, and alter-
nates Alice Tuson and Dustin Bowles. Danielle Bosco is new
to the Planning Office as the Administrative Assistant.
In addition to their regular monthly meetings, Board mem-
bers spend many hours on site walks, in work sessions, and
participate on other committees as Planning Board represen-
tatives. Stanley Prescott is the Board’s representative to the
Board of Permit. Stanley Prescott represented the Board dur-
ing the update of the Capital Improvements Program, as well
as at Central NH Regional Planning Commission meetings.
Several members also participate on Master Plan sub-com-
mittees during the update process.
This year the Board will present two zoning amendments
for the voters to consider. The first amendment is to permit
Accessory Dwelling Units by Special Exception in all dis-
tricts. The second amendment is to allow bulk storage of
propane up to 1000 gallons.
Board members continue to work with representatives of
Central NH Regional Planning Commission on the update of
the Master Plan. An Excavation Ordinance was created for the
town as part of the review of the Master Plan. The Ordinance
will be a resource used for various aspects of excavation oper-
ation procedures and reviews. With the assistance of
CNHRPC, we hope to finish the Master Plan review in the
near future and be ready to present it to the public at a public
hearing in the next couple of months.
Current copies of the Land Development Regulations and
Zoning Ordinance are available for purchase at the Town
Office. The books can also be found online at
http://www.loudonnh.org, under the heading of Government,
drop down to Planning Board, and then scroll down to Land
Development Regulations or Zoning Ordinance. 
Anyone who plans to submit an application to the Planning
Board should obtain a copy of the books in order to be fully
informed of what is required for that submittal. Applications
to the Planning Board must be received in our office at least
fifteen days prior to the monthly meeting. The Planning
Board meets on the third Thursday of each month at 7:00 p.m.
in the Community Building. The meetings are open to the
public and all are invited to attend. Visit us at
www.loudonnh.org for information on office hours, meeting
dates, agendas, minutes, application forms, and regulations. 
I would like to thank each of the members for their time




Loudon Emergency Management works with New Hamp-
shire Department of Safety, Homeland Security and Emer-
gency Management. Currently we are updating our Local
Emergency Operations Plan. 
We continue to work in harmony with the various Town
Departments in time of need, including the Police, Fire, and
Highway Departments. 
If you need to contact me, the phone number and email are
listed below. Always dial 911 if you have an emergency. 
If you are interested in becoming involved during an emer-
gency event, consider joining the Area Community Emer-
gency Response Team. Please contact me if interested.   
If you have any suggestions or comments, please feel free
to contact me: 
Rick Wright, 798-5612, chief@loudonfire.com
Rick Wright, Director
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Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adjustment hears appeals from any
order, requirement, decision or determination made by an
administrative official and administers provisions in the Zon-
ing Ordinance dealing with variances and special exceptions. 
The Board processed twenty-one applications during
2016. There were two applications for variances. Variances
were granted for reduced road frontage and one application
for a variance for a bed and breakfast. There were seventeen
applications for special exceptions. Special exceptions were
granted for tank size, a wedding venue, major home occupa-
tion, and reduced setbacks.
In September 2016, we suddenly lost David Powelson who
was chairman and had been on the Zoning Board for over 20
years serving the town of Loudon. Dave was a dedicated,
thoughtful, and gracious board member who treated all other
board members and applicants with respect and considera-
tion. He was always a gentleman. His steady presence will be
missed. 
Our current Zoning Board members are Chairman Ned
Lizotte (2018), Vice Chairman Howard Pearl (2017), Roy
Merrill (2019), Earl Tuson (2019), Charlie Aznive (2017),
and Alternate George Saunderson (2019).
The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets on the fourth
Thursday of each month at 7:00 p.m. in the Community
Building providing there is something scheduled for public
hearing that month. Our meetings are open to the public; any-
one interested is encouraged to attend.
The Zoning office is located at the town offices on South
Village Road and is open Monday–Thursday from 9:00 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m. Administrative Assistant Danielle Bosco can be
reached at the office or by calling 798-4540 or emailing plan-
ning-zoning@loudonnh.org.
I would like to thank the Zoning Board of Adjustment for
their continued dedication to the duties of the board and the





The Loudon Conservation Commission had a busy and
productive year in 2016. Our monitoring team was able to
keep up with the yearly task of visiting all easement proper-
ties in the town. The properties are inspected yearly to make
sure the lands are maintained according to their specific con-
servation easement.
One member, Sandra Blanchard, has begun an initial
review of the feasibility to establish a trails committee in
town. Sandra is looking for volunteers to join her subcommit-
tee. If this is something that sounds interesting to you please
contact the Loudon Conservation Commission. 
The Commission held a workshop this summer to help our
members and the public, learn the GPS systems we use for
our monitoring the conservation easements as well as an
overview on documentation required to complete the assess-
ments on the easements. Julie worked on organizing and
updating the files. Both Julie and Rob were available to
answer questions that attendees had and introduced those that
attended to what the Conservation Commission does for the
town of Loudon. 
On January 1, 2017 Rob Buzzell becomes the new chair-
person for the Loudon Conservation Commission. Rob has
been a member of Commission for many years and was
instrumental in updating our monitoring records. He created
files for all the conservation easements and Town owned
properties. The files include maps, deeds, pictures and all the
past monitoring reports. This monumental effort put us back
on track and makes the job of monitoring going forward a
stream lined effort. Robs attention to detail, technological
awareness and background in surveying is a real asset to the
Commission.
I would like to thank everyone who has supported my
efforts as chair of the Commission for the past 15 years. It has
been a pleasure and an honor to hold this post and work with
so many of you throughout the years. The rural character and
scenic beauty of Loudon is what makes it such a great place
to live. I have worked hard over the last 15 years to work with
the other boards in town towards smart development and to
bring awareness to our natural features in town that deserve
conservation for those who live here now and for generations
to come. I will remain on the Commission as a member and
encourage any Loudon resident to come by and see what we
do; you might even be inspired to become a part of it!
Respectfully submitted,
Julie Robinson
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They say time flies when you are having fun and the time
sure has flown by here at the library.
We started of the year with a few new programs like Adult
Coloring and the monthly Make It at The Maxfield Adult
Craft Club where we crafted button tree paintings, valentines,
and soap. Other fun DIY programs included making our own
body lotions, smoothies, natural facials, kombucha, herb
boxes, and stained glass trivets. 
Yummy programs like the Mariposa Museum’s Choco-
late Program and Liz Barbour’s Creative Feast came to the
library. The library hosted programs on black bears, chick-
ens, Feng Shui, financial literacy, and Brewing in NH.
Over the summer, we had a magician visit and live animals
from Squam Lakes Science Center were a favorite. It was
a full house when Dustin Pari visited with his paranormal
lecture. 
We really did get our game on for the 2016 Get In The
Game Read Summer Reading Program. Actual participation
by children was up 20%, teens by 50% and adult readers dou-
bled. Our Health and Literacy Fair that kicked off the summer
was a huge success. Many thanks again to all our generous
donors that helped with the summer program. 
This past year Fran added a chair yoga class Tuesday
mornings bringing her yoga class offerings to five a week.
She also began a monthly meditation. Marcia Wyman started
to hold Tai Chi classes at the library. In September, we started
a Spiritual Living Discussion Group that is going extremely
well. 
Families continued to visit weekly for Mrs. Ingerson’s sto-
rytimes. Miss Debbi started a series of special early literacy
programs in October. Watch for more to come in 2017. 
The second Tuesday of every month at 2:30 adults can
come in for a movie matinee. The Sit n Stich group still meets
every Wednesday at 6. The library is collaborating with the
Concord Hospital Center for Health Promotion to bring pro-
grams to Loudon. We already workshops on curbing your
cravings, trying new foods, and beating fatigue. Make sure
you are signed up for our monthly electronic newsletter or
pick up a print version. We also have an events calendar on
our website and we frequently post on our Facebook page. 
The 2017 Collaborative Summer Library Program theme is
“Build a Better World.” We are encouraged to look at our
homes, community and plant and ask ourselves what does it
take to “Build a Better World?” The Library will be using this
as a year-long theme and hopes that you join us in exploring it. 
Number of patrons:
We issued 131 new individual and family accounts bring-
ing the total number of patron accounts to 2135. Visits to the
library is up 12% in 2016. Circulation remained consistent
with the previous year with almost 26,000 items being
checked out this last year. 
Number of Resources:
The library added 2292 items to our collection and deleted
1,847 bringing our total collection to 24,754. 260 Interlibrary
loans were requested and 198 were sent out. 
Don’t forget we have passes to many local museums and






The mission of the Loudon Recreation Committee is to
provide affordable opportunities and diverse programming to
all members of the Loudon community. 
The Loudon Recreation Committee uses its funding to
bring special events to the community of Loudon as well as
provide equipment and maintenance at the Loudon Recre-
ation Field. The recreation revolving fund is used to bring
diverse programming and this fund is used for all activities
that are fee based in order to self-fund new programs. 
The community of Loudon has been very fortunate through
the years to have had volunteers willing to serve the town and
put together projects, classes and events through the Recre-
ation Committee. Looking back in just the recent years the
committee has been responsible for the following programing
in Loudon: Loudon Community Summer Fun Nights, Winter
Carnivals, swim lessons, line dancing, tennis lessons, youth
basketball clinics, archery lessons, golf lessons, self-defense
classes, fishing derby, American Red Cross babysitting and
Safe On My Own classes, Zumba, tai-chi, bike safety, stand up
paddle boarding lessons, scuba diving, Loudon Farm Feast,
summer theater camp, pottery classes, art classes, talent
shows, bus trips, bands, ice cream socials, benches and back-
board at tennis courts, and many, many, many others!!
If you want to see programs like these or have your own
ideas for others and would like to see the Recreation Commit-
tee come alive again, please consider volunteering!!! The
committee will end if new volunteers don’t step up soon.
Watch the Loudon Website or Recreation Facebook page for
an information night and plan to attend! 
Respectfully submitted by volunteers for
Loudon Recreation Committee
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Library Trustees
It is hard to believe that it has been over 20 years since the
addition to the Library! As the building continues to age, on-
going maintenance and renovations become increasingly nec-
essary. That being said, building maintenance was a large
focus for the Trustees this year. The downstairs exterior door
to the Children’s Room has suffered continuing structural
damage, and it was finally replaced this year. The two lights
in front of the circulation desk were replaced. The sticking
front entry door was realigned and is now operating much
better. The flooring in front of the circulation area was
replaced, and the project came in several hundred dollars
under budget. This area needed to be replaced for safety rea-
sons, as it was worn and presented a trip hazard. The AC unit
failed to work earlier this year, due to a burned-out fan. One
of the furnaces suffered a malfunctioning motherboard. Due
to the age of that furnace, it was very difficult to find replace-
ment parts. Therefore, the Trustees took the opportunity to
replace the furnace. Late in the fall, a blower fan to a different
furnace that heats the main building failed, causing overheat-
ing, and thus no heat for the Library for a brief period of time.
Needless to say, the Trustees will continue the challenging
tasks of evaluating the condition of the building’s utilities to
determine the best courses of action. 
Periodic review of policies not only helps to ensure their
relevance, but it also serves to help keep it fresh in the
Trustees’ minds as they perform their duties. The Trustees
will continue to review all the existing policies this year. This
will be especially helpful for both our newly elected Trustee
and appointed Alternate.
The Library Trustees continue to support the Library’s
efforts in providing high quality, educational materials, serv-
ices, and programs for the benefit of Loudon residents. The
library website: www.maxfieldlibrary.com continues to pro-
vide easy access to information and events. From here,
patrons can also view availability of materials, reserve or
renew materials, as well as access audiobooks, e-books, and
periodicals through NH Downloadable Books.
As technology continues to remain prevalent in our soci-
ety, the Library strives to educate staff and patrons on how to
locate and utilize available online resources. The Library cur-
rently has two employees enrolled in continuing education for
paralibrariran certification.
The Trustees continue to encourage and support staff in
taking advantage of on-going educational and professional
opportunities. Workshops that some of the staff attended
include Advocacy, Customer Service, NH READS, and sem-
inars sponsored by New England Library Association
(NELA). Debbi, our Library Director, was elected President
of NELA. She will take office in October, but in the mean-
time, she is the current VP Conference Chair President Elect.
We wish her the best of luck in her new role, as we are confi-
dent that she would be a tremendous asset to the organization.
The Library currently has a strong Children’s Program and
would like to expand its programming for older adults. The
Trustees recognize the need to reach out to residents in our
town who may have physical challenges getting to the
Library. Debbi has scheduled a visit to the Richard Brown
House to discuss services and programs that may be of inter-
est to those residents and get feedback from them on how the
Library can facilitate their participation. 
As our town demographics continue to change and grow,
the Trustees will strive to meet the needs and wishes of
Loudon residents, all the time seeking input from the Town
and its citizens on how best to achieve those goals. The
Trustees are very fortunate to have such a talented and ener-
getic Library staff. We thank Debbi and the hard-working
Library staff for continuing to excel in providing quality pro-
gramming and services for library patrons. The Trustees also
thank Loudon for its continued support of one of our town’s
important assets. We will continue to ensure that monies are
used efficiently to provide high quality, educational materials,
services, and programs for the benefit of its citizens. 
Respectfully submitted,
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Historical Society
We have had a very busy year at the Historical Society. We
want to thank everyone who voted in favor of article #8 to
create a Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of writing a
Town History.
The Society has met with prospective authors who have
written NH Town Histories and will be talking with more this
year.
The Historical Society members are interviewing residents
and collecting oral histories for future generations. To date we
have collected 12 and held two reminisce days. If you or
someone you know would be interested in participating in an
oral history please contact us at loudonhistory@gmail.com —
it only takes about one hour.
To improve our Historical Society, members have been
touring other Community Historical Societies to see how they
are organized and managed. We visited the Grafton, Chich-
ester, New London, and Sugar Hill Historical Societies.
2016 brought new events at the Society: Reminisce Day,
Halloween trick or treat, and the first Christmas tree lighting
ceremony.
The Boston Post Cane plaque will be presented again to
the oldest Town Resident. Please contact the Town Office for
more information.
Members attended the Tristram Stevens memorial service.
Mr. Stevens was a civil war veteran from Loudon without a
headstone on his grave. Mr. Stevens’s headstone was found
after many years and the American Legion Post 88 of Loudon
erected the headstone and held a memorial service in his
honor.
Donations were received throughout the year: Dustin
Bowles — a Grange ribbon; Loudon Village Store — Gift
Certificate; Dick Gurall — History of Canterbury, NH;
Shawn Jones — 1987 Concord Monitor group picture in front
of the Legion Hall; Ronald Moore — pig snouter and legisla-
tive books; Arthur and Lucille Colby — 2 binders of clipping
from Loudon’s past; Bob Ordway — binders, painting and
frame.
Two sets of Town Reports from the past five years were
bound and preserved for history. One set is available in the
Historical Society and the other set is in the Maxfield Public
Library. 
In October, new officers were elected: 
Michele York, President





Don’t forget the Loudon Historical Society is open to the
public on the 2nd Sunday of the month from 2:00 to 4:00
p.m., and every Old Home Day from 11:00–3:00. Be sure to
check our Facebook page. 
The Historical Society lost a wonderful friend in Decem-
ber, who always joined us in every event with a smile as warm
as he was. Goodbye, Chip Cochran, you will be missed.
Respectfully Submitted 
Michele York, Stanley Prescott, Lucy Gordon, Ashley
Simonds, Ron Lane, Cynthia Babonis, Andrew Parrella,
Dustin Bowles, Carolyn Stinson, and Bob Ordway
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John O. Cate Memorial Van
Loudon is one of only a few towns in New Hampshire that
provides and supports a transport service for their residents in
need of assistance to get to essential medical appointments.
We are available by appointment and free of charge for any
local, non-emergency, medical transportation needed by a res-
ident of Loudon. For information regarding our services
please visit our web site (www.loudonnh.org). To schedule a
ride or volunteer to help, call us at 783-9502.
For 18 years, volunteers have operated and maintained the
van service for the Town of Loudon and have donated more
than 23,000 hours providing approximately 5,750 rides for
residents to and from their medical appointments. This year
our last founding members retired. Among them was the prin-
ciple driving force for the creation and day-to-day operation
of our service, Barbara Cameron. A retirement party to honor
Barbara for all she has done for the Cate Van and the town of
Loudon was well attended. Now all our founding members
are no longer able to serve and, though we have several newer
(and younger) volunteers, we find ourselves relying too much
on too few. Volunteers are essential for the day-to-day opera-
tion of the van, without their help and the support of the resi-
dents of Loudon this service could not exist. We were
fortunate to add several new volunteers to our association and
trained them to perform the duties of both a driver and an
attendant. Additional volunteers are needed! We especially
need drivers and telephone help to schedule riders, drivers
and attendants for each requested van trip. If you would like
to help us continue to provide service to Loudon residents in
need of assistance as Barbara envisioned and championed,
please volunteer.
Members routinely clean and provide maintenance for the
van. Our Board of Directors holds monthly Association meet-
ings to which all members are invited and encouraged to
attend. Our Chairman presides over the presentation of the
Secretary’s and Treasurer’s reports and Van usage for the
month is summarized by the Scheduler with detailed back-up
provided. The meetings conclude with an open discussion
session for any old/new business or other concerns/issues that
may be presented. This session provides a great sounding-
board for ideas or suggestions to enhance the service we pro-
vide to Loudon residents. Minutes are taken by our Secretary
to document the meeting.
Heartfelt thanks to all those who have given so much time,
energy and support to our cause. And special thanks to Bar-
bara Cameron! We look forward to many more rewarding




The Loudon Recycling Committee continues to learn and
educate others. 
• We toured the New Hampshire Motor Speedway to
become familiar with their trash and recycling proce-
dures.
• Supported and promoted Hazardous Waste day at the
Loudon Transfer Station. The next one will be in 2018.
• Met with den leaders Tom and Carol Ann Stevens and
their scouts from Cub Scout Pack 247 to talk about recy-
cling. The boys were working toward their wolf badges
and learning about the importance of recycling to fulfill
some of the requirements for that badge. 
• Hosted a Composting Seminar with guest speaker, Ruth
Axelrod, a UNH cooperative Extension Master Gar-
dener.
• In an effort to best save the tax payers money, we have
been exploring recycling options for what to do with the
mountain of glass at the Transfer Station.
• We welcomed a new member, Becky Flint!
Everyone’s recycling efforts continues to help reduce the
town’s expenses, in addition to having an important impact on
our environment. We encourage everyone to follow us on our
Loudon Recycling Committee Facebook page!
Thank you,
Loudon Recycling Committee
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Communications Council
In the nearly 20-year history of the Loudon Communica-
tions Council, none has proven to be quite as challenging as
this past year. As any volunteer organization understands, it
gets harder and harder every year to find volunteers willing to
put in the time and effort necessary to carry out its mission. In
our case, after putting out an urgent call for volunteers, we
were fortunate enough to reach some truly dedicated individ-
uals to join and accept leadership roles on the Council. The
next real challenge was, and is, a fiscal challenge. Simply put,
the cost of doing business has risen significantly and our
advertising revenues have not. In order to continue opera-
tions, we have no choice but to request additional support,
both in terms of Town funding and tax-deductible supporter
contributions. The first time we asked for an increase in tax-
payer funding, we provided a rather lengthy explanation. We
believe that explanation bears repeating.
At the January 10, 2004 meeting of the Loudon Communi-
cations Council, we had the opportunity to sit down with one of
our rather infrequent visitors for a discussion of the Loudon
Ledger, the purpose of publishing monthly editions of the
paper, and why the Ledger continues to receive public funding.
The Communications Council was founded in 1998 in
response to citizen input at the Community Profile Project.
For those of you who were not directly involved in the proj-
ect, or for some of our newer citizens, the Community Profile
Project was undertaken to identify community needs and
develop action plans to address those needs. Planning for
enhancement of the Village District, developing senior hous-
ing, addressing the needs of our older citizens, and communi-
cating important information about the community were the
top four issues identified as critical to Loudon as a commu-
nity.
The Communications Council was created to address the
last of those four identified needs. To that end, the Council
adopted its mission statement:
To provide a comprehensive source of information
and education about business, government, and com-
munity organizations within Loudon in order to facili-
tate and encourage informed citizen participation.
From the beginning, we envisioned the formation of a pub-
lic, non-profit corporation that would derive the majority of its
funding from grants and donations. To do so, we needed to
obtain IRS approval as a 501(c) 3 tax-exempt public charity in
order to accept grants and tax-free donations. One of our ear-
liest members, who worked extensively with grants and grant-
funded organizations, insisted that there was money available
for the asking. It was with that belief that we went to Town
Meeting in 1998, requested seed-money, and pledged to make
the Ledger self-supporting within three years. The Council
immediately set about publishing its first issue of the Ledger. 
Unfortunately, as anyone involved with non-profits under-
stands, the promise of “money for the asking” never material-
ized. The alternatives were obvious: abandon the project, sell
more ads and give up our tax-exempt status, or seek public
support and continue publication.
In good conscience, we couldn’t bring ourselves to choose
the first option. We certainly couldn’t rely on the Concord
Monitor, Union Leader, or Suncook Valley Sun to publish the
minutes of our various boards and commissions. Still, we
believed that the community deserved access to the minutes
of the Selectmen, Planning Board, Zoning Board, and Conser-
vation Commission. We believed it was important to provide
information about the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H, LYAA,
Young at Heart, Library, and Merrimack Valley School Dis-
trict. Let’s face facts: these are not the things that sell com-
mercial newspapers unless they’re embroiled in some
controversy or scandal. Thus, we knew the Ledger was the
only vehicle to insure that information about the town contin-
ued to be available to everyone who lives here.
The second alternative was not feasible either. The Ledger
is distributed to Loudon residents only. Finding a sufficient
number of advertisers to offset the cost of publication would
mean hiring full-time advertising sales staff and competing
with commercial news sources for revenue. We would have
lost our ability to accept tax-free contributions from individ-
uals and organizations. More importantly, we would have lost
much of our ability to maintain a strict editorial policy about
the types of ads and articles that appear in the Ledger. The
end result would have looked like a large “classifieds” section
with little snippets of information shoehorned in somewhere
between. 
The third option remained the only viable alternative.
Retain control of content and preserve our tax-exempt status.
In order to obtain IRS approval for tax-exempt status as a
public foundation, fully one-third of our funding must come
from public or private donations. Why did the Council con-
sider this important?
The Ledger is delivered monthly to every household in
Loudon. The average cost per household per year is $6, or
$0.50 per issue. Did you know that’s what it would cost you
for a photocopy of one page of one public document? Pub-
lishing the minutes of our elected and appointed boards and
commissions every month takes up more than half the
pages of the Ledger, and provides a public service to our
residents that is all but unique in the State of New Hamp-
shire.
The Ledger promotes local business. For those who don’t
own or operate a business in Loudon, that may not sound
important. The fact is, local businesses enhance the tax base
and local revenues as well as providing employment opportu-
nities.
The Ledger is the only vehicle that reaches out to new res-
idents and keeps open the lines of communication for those
who are homebound and unable to attend meetings and hear-
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Young at Heart
The Loudon Young at Heart began in 1997. The group is
for Loudon residents 55 and older who enjoy getting together
to socialize, travel, and learn. Officers who guided the group
this year were: Letty Barton, President; Dottie Mulkhey, Vice
President; Maureen Prescott, Secretary; Michaela Warren,
Treasurer; Joanne Arsneault, Membership and Scrapbook;
and Eileen Cummings, Sunshine. The Young at Heart has a
Steering Committee, which plan the programs for each meet-
ing. This Committee includes the above-noted officers and
the following individuals: Ginny Merrill, Charlene Morin,
Carole O’Brien, and Janet Darling.
The Young at Heart had many informative and interesting
meetings this year. These meetings included:
Speakers:
January:     Mr. Gerry Lofaro — Graphic Arts
February:   Mr. Roger Maxfield — Overview of the
Town of Loudon Budget process
March:        Mr. Tom Ives — Book Binding 
May:           Mr. Eric Orff — Mice to Moose
Trips:
April:          The Shaker Table, Canterbury, NH
June:           Odiorne Point State Park, Rye NH 
October:     Indian Head Resort, Lincoln NH
Other programs included, the picnic in September at the
Richard Brown House and the annual Christmas Party and
sing-along with Bill Parker, “One Man Band,” playing Christ-
mas Carols on his keyboard. 
We are always happy to welcome new members. Our aver-
age attendance for the year was forty-one. Attendance varies
during the year due to weather and the various programs
being offered. Young at Heart meets the second Tuesday of
the month (excluding July and August), usually at Charlie’s
Barn. Watch the Loudon Ledger for details.
Young at Heart wishes to thank all those individuals who
make this organization a success.
A special thank you to Meadow Ledge Farms and
Ledgeview Greenhouses for their generous donations of door
prizes used at the Young at Heart Annual Picnic and Christ-




ings held by elected and appointed boards and commissions
like the Selectmen, Planning Board, Zoning Board, and Con-
servation Commission.
For many of our citizens, the cost of running an obituary in
the newspaper has become cost-prohibitive. An obituary in
the Concord Monitor, for instance, costs a minimum of $149
for text fitting in a 2” x 4” space. The Ledger now publishes
obituaries for residents at no charge.
The Ledger publishes information because it is valuable to
the community, not because it’s sensational or scandalous and
will sell papers. 
The Ledger provides a public service and meets a commu-
nity need that has not, to date, been accomplished or even
attempted by any other organization. For those of us who
have volunteered to be a part of the Communications Council
since its inception, the question of public funding is one
we’ve debated often. We have successfully offset many of the
costs of publication with ad sales and private donations, and
will continue to do so. The Council and the Loudon Ledger
exist solely for the purpose of keeping our citizens informed.
Public funding is the only means of continuing to provide that
service.
Respectfully submitted, 
Mary Ann Steele, Chair
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UNH Cooperative Extension serves residents in each of
Merrimack County’s 27 towns with diverse programming
through 4-H, Nutrition Connections, Food & Agriculture,
Community & Economic Development, Natural Resources,
and Youth & Family. Extension is the public outreach arm of
the University of New Hampshire, bringing information and
education into NH’s towns, helping to make individuals, busi-
nesses, and communities more successful and keeping NH’s
natural resources healthy and productive.
Our Mission
UNH Cooperative Extension strengthens people and com-
munities in New Hampshire by providing trusted knowledge,
practical education and cooperative solutions.
Our Work for Merrimack County
Merrimack County Extension staff brings the research and
knowledge of the university to county residents through
hands-on workshops, site visits, conferences, phone consulta-
tions, printed materials, online resources, a statewide toll-free
info line, and through strategic partnerships.
• Food & Agriculture: We support the county’s agricul-
tural industries, including producers of fruits, vegeta-
bles, ornamental plants, and livestock, through
workshops and trainings, diagnostic services, applied
research, and one-on-one consultations. This year, at
least 3,146 Merrimack County citizens attended training
in livestock management, crop production, safe food
handling, pest management, agricultural marketing, pol-
linator protection, farm business management, landscap-
ing for water quality protection, and more. Our team of
specialists and volunteers also provide education and
technical assistance to home gardeners and citizens
through seminars, publications, and through our Educa-
tion Center Info Line. This year, Education Center vol-
unteers answered 295 inquiries from Merrimack County
residents, and the county’s Master Gardeners con-
tributed 668 volunteer hours through garden-focused
projects, displays, and presentations.
• Natural Resources: Managing and protecting New
Hampshire’s natural resources is critical to our environ-
ment, quality of life, and tourism industry, as well as for
current and future economic opportunities. Our natural
resources team provides research, education, and stew-
ardship throughout the state with a “boots on the
ground” approach, extending state-wide programs in
forestry and wildlife, natural resource development, land
and water conservation, and marine fisheries. This year,
over 606 Merrimack County residents received one-on-
one education from woodlot visits, telephone calls, and
e-mail correspondence. 
• Approximately 1,147 County residents participated in
many educational events: emerald ash borer educational
workshops, geospatial technology training (GIS), N.H.
Maple, N.H. Land Trust Coalition work, Saving Special
Places Land Conservation conference, Speaking for
Wildlife talks, Stewardship Network, woodlot visits, and
forest management services. Volunteers from the N.H.
Coverts project and the Natural Resource Stewards pro-
UNH Cooperative Extension
Merrimack County
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gram contributed nearly 4,511 hours conserving and
managing natural resources in Merrimack County.
• Community & Economic Development: Our Commu-
nity and Economic Development team (CED) provides
research-based education and assistance to individuals,
families, businesses, and communities to help identify
opportunities to enhance their competitive advantage,
build upon their assets, and create conditions that foster
local and regional economic growth. Over the last two
years,Extension’s facilitated engagementefforts in the
Merrimack County town of Franklin helped lead to the
creation of four new businesses (employing five peo-
ple) and enabled the city to leverage $1,336,000 in
grants and tax credits to build 45 new units of affordable
housing for working families and seniors utilizing a
vacant mill building. Other Merrimack County towns
have participated in Extension facilitated Community
Visioning, Business Retention and Expansion programs,
and training for community-based volunteers. 
• 4-H/Youth & Family: Preparing youth to become car-
ing and productive citizens is critical to New Hamp-
shire’s future. The research-based education and
information we provide enhances the leadership and
decision-making skills of New Hampshire’s youth and
strengthens families. We provide educational resources
for parents, families, and community serving volunteers
and professionals through innovative programs such as
Youth Mental Health First Aid Training, as well as,
through creative delivery methods, including web-based
outreach, e-newsletters and train-the-trainer programs.
Merrimack County youth and volunteers participated in
many 4-H youth development programs, including State
and County Activities Days, Eastern States Exposition
activities and competition, Teen Conference, county and
state animal science shows, Barry Conservation Camp,
Hopkinton State Fair, volunteer screening and training,
and youth leadership/youth voice workshops. Merri-
mack County residents also participated in afterschool
professional workshops, farm to school days, military
family events and camps, and the Nutrition Connections
programs for limited resource adults, families, refugees,
and youth.
This year, UNH Cooperative Extension trained and sup-
ported 403 volunteers in Merrimack County. These volunteers
contributed 26,434 hours of their time extending the reach of
our programs as 4-H leaders, master gardeners, wildlife
coverts, community tree stewards, water quality monitors,
marine docents, and others.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank the 13
community members from all over Merrimack County
who served on our Advisory Council during the past year:
Commissioner Bronwyn Asplund-Walsh, Boscawen











State Rep. George Saunderson, Loudon
Connect with us: 
UNH Cooperative Extension





A wide range of information is also available at exten-
sion.unh.edu.
The University of New Hampshire Cooperative Extension
is an equal opportunity educator and employer. University of
New Hampshire, U.S. Department of Agriculture and New
Hampshire counties cooperating.
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Established in accordance with state law, the Central New
Hampshire Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC) is a
voluntary association of 20 communities in Merrimack and
Hillsborough Counties. The Town of Loudon is a member in
good standing of the Commission. Stanley Prescott and
Robert Cole are the Town’s representatives to the Commis-
sion.
CNHRPC’s mission is to comply with State statute (RSA
36:47) by preparing and adopting regional land use and trans-
portation plans and a regional housing needs assessment.
CNHRPC also evaluates developments of regional impact
(RSA 36:54-58) and provides data, information, training, and
high-quality, cost-effective services to our member communi-
ties. CNHRPC advocates for member communities and
assists and encourages them in both municipal and regional
endeavors.
In 2016, the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning
Commission undertook the following local and region-wide
activities:
• Provided technical assistance services for member com-
munities, including zoning ordinance development,
grant writing assistance, plan review services, local mas-
ter plan development, capital improvements program
(CIP) development and guidance, and Planning Board
process training. In Loudon, CNHRPC staff continued to
provide assistance to the Planning Board on the Loudon
Master Plan Update, which will be finalized in early
2017, including assistance related to trail development
planning and potential economic development efforts.
• Provided Hazard Mitigation Plan update development
assistance to eight (8) community Hazard Mitigation
Committees and provided information to inquiring com-
munities about future update opportunities. In Loudon,
staff facilitated the update of Loudon’s Hazard Mitiga-
tion Plan 2011 with the Hazard Mitigation Committee
through funding from the NH Homeland Security and
Emergency Management (NH HSEM) and the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
• Continued the support of the CNHRPC Regional
Brownfields Program through funding from the United
States Environmental Protection Agency. In 2016, site
assessments were initiated in four communities and
additional sites were identified for future assessments.
For more information on brownfields and the CNHRPC
Brownfields Program please go to www.cnhrpc.org/
cnhrpc-brownfields-program.
• Initiated the update of the 2014 Central/Southern New
Hampshire Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy (CEDS). The CEDS is a comprehensive eco-
nomic development strategy for the 20-community
CNHRPC region, plus six communities within the
Southern New Hampshire Regional Planning Commis-
sion region (Bedford, Goffstown, Hooksett, New
Boston, Manchester and Weare). Its purpose is to present
various economic and demographic data and to identify
common strengths and weaknesses, as well as projects
and strategies to strengthen the local economy. 
• Assisted the Currier and Ives Byway with its member
towns of Henniker, Hopkinton, Webster, Warner, and
Salisbury. In 2016, the Council initiated work to extend
the byway in Warner and continued to meet quarterly to
support its efforts in public outreach to promote the
Byway. 
• Provided continued assistance to the Warner River Nom-
ination Committee, including representatives from Brad-
ford, Warner, Sutton, Webster, and Hopkinton, related to
the possible future nomination of the Warner River into
the NH Rivers Management and Protection Program. 
• Coordinated the activities of the CNHRPC Transporta-
tion Advisory Committee (TAC). Stanley Prescott and
Robert Cole are the Town’s TAC representatives. In
2016, CNHRPC held seven TAC meetings, ranked the
region’s Transportation Alternative Program projects
and initiated the Transportation Improvement Program
Update.
• Completed over 250 traffic counts in the region as part
of its annual Transportation Data Collection Program. In
Loudon, CNHRPC conducted 10 traffic counts along
state and local roads.
• Assisted five communities with the preparation of Trans-
portation Alternatives Program (TAP) grant applications
for pedestrian and bicycle improvement projects. 
• Continued to support an enhanced volunteer driver pro-
gram (VDP) in our region that was established in
November 2011 through CNHRPC’s 2010 Coordinated
Transportation Plan efforts. In 2016, the VDP provided
over 5,000 rides to seniors and people with disabilities
for essential medical appointments and vital services
that help the residents of our region remain independent.
The goal of the planning effort was to reduce transporta-
tion costs for those in need while increasing coordina-
tion between existing transportation providers. 
• CNHRPC provided assistance to the Regional Trails
Coordinating Council, a coalition of local rail trail and
shared-use path groups in the Salem-Manchester-Con-
cord corridor. In 2016, the group worked on further
engaging communities that have made less progress in
advancing their trails, and has begun to work on updates
to the 2012 Regional Trails Plan. It has also continued
Central NH Regional Planning Commission
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Agriculture Commission
This was a busy year for the Agriculture Commission. We
were awarded another grant and based on feedback from the
community were able to provide four fun and informative
workshops.
The Loudon Agriculture commission, in cooperation with
Song Away Farm and Dot Perkins from the UNH Cooperative
Extension and provided in part by a grant from the NH
Department of Agriculture, hosted a workshop providing
hands on training on how to process your own chickens. Poul-
try processing is one area that is under serviced in our state.
This workshop was a great way to not only learn the process
but experience firsthand with people who have extensive
knowledge. All participants were able to process their own
bird they then were able to take home and enjoy. We thank
Song Away Farm for opening their doors and donating their
time. 
Tessa Dyer from Lone Wolf Farm in Loudon and Karina
Bertrand from Greentwist Acres in New Boston presented
their workshop on raising ducks. Tessa and Karina are sisters
who have combined knowledge of raising different breeds of
ducks for pets, food and eggs. They brought in live ducks for
show and for sale along with fresh duck eggs. It was a very
informative workshop and well attended. 
In September we co-hosted a Mobile Poultry Processing
Unit (MPU) training class with the Small and Beginner Farm-
ers of New Hampshire. This workshop, also provided in part
with the grant from the NH Department of Agriculture,
allowed people to be certified on the MPU owned by SBFNH.
The cost included a membership to SBFNH and the requisite
training required to rent the MPU from SBFNH. 
In November, we offered a solar workshop presented by
VH Energy. This workshop provided information on the types
of solar energy systems, the costs involved and the programs
available to local residents. Solar is a great way to ‘go green.’ 
We were very excited about the workshops this year and
are already discussing possible topics for next year. Want to
get involved? Have a skill you would like to share? We would
love to hear from you. Our monthly meetings are the first
Thursday of each month at 7 p.m. at the community building
behind the town office. Feel free to contact any member or
come to a meeting to learn more.
Respectfully Submitted
Loudon Agriculture Commission
implementing tasks recommended in the Regional Trails
Plan. CNHRPC also assisted with awareness and out-
reach activities such as distributing trail marker signs,
developing and maintaining interactive maps for the
public, developing a Granite State Rail Trail Facebook
page and other activities to promote the use and devel-
opment of rail trails in the region. 
• Provided assistance to NH Department of Transporta-
tion’s (NHDOT) Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation
Advisory Committee (BPTAC), advising NHDOT on
bicycle and pedestrian related matters.BPTAC activities
included various projects such as level of traffic stress
analysis, lane striping policies, and the development of a
statewide bicycle and pedestrian traffic counting pro-
gram.
For additional information, please contact the CNHRPC
staff or visit u s at www.cnhrpc.org. CNHRPC Commission
meetings are open to the public and interested citizens are
encouraged to attend. 
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675,820.08         
131,500.00         
- 
3,855,829.82      
- 
466,245.23         
(131,500.00)       






Loudon Ridge Cemetery Assoc.
Union Cemetery Assoc.
Loudon Center Cemetery Assoc.
Income:
Cemetery Maint. Fund
Loudon Ridge Cemetery Assoc.
Union Cemetery Assoc.
Loudon Center Cemetery Assoc.
Total Paid Out:
Cemetery Maint. Fund
Loudon Ridge Cemetery Assoc.
Union Cemetery Assoc.




















ENDING PRINCIPAL & INCOM
82 Town of Loudon Annual Report 2015–2016
Vital Statistics
Marriages
                                                                                                                                    Town of               Place of               Date of
Person A’s Name and Residence            Person B’s Name and Residence         Issuance             Marriage            Marriage
BOURDEAU, JUSTIN R.                                DELEVAN, SARAH A.                                LOUDON               LOUDON                06/25/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
WELCH, MICHAEL A.                                   COOK, SHANNON M.                                LOUDON          PORTSMOUTH           07/02/16
GARFIELD, OK                                               LOUDON, NH
SEARS, DAVID A.                                          LANDRY, SHARI J.                                    CONCORD            CONCORD               07/14/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
GILLIGAN, ANNMARIE                                BRANSCOMBE, PAUL C.                       GILMANTON       GILMANTON            07/19/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
SAPIER, JEFFREY F.                                      CURRIER, AMANDA B.                             LOUDON             HENNIKER              07/23/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
WIGHT, WILLIAM C.                                     EASTMAN, LORI A.                                    LOUDON               LOUDON                08/06/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
MILLER, JEFFREY C.                                    MCKERLEY, DIANE M.                             LOUDON          PORTSMOUTH           08/12/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
STONIS, STEPHEN B.                                    GUGGER, KRYSTINE S.                            LOUDON         ALLENSTOWN           08/19/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 DEERFIELD, NH
PLOUFF, JUSTIN D.                                       DOWNING, HEATHER E.                           LOUDON              LACONIA               08/26/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
BUGBEE, SCOTT D.                                      SYLVA, KRYSTAN T.                                  LOUDON                WEARE                 08/27/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
ST. PIERRE, JACOB L.                                   NICHOLLS, HELEN E.                                LOUDON               LOUDON                09/03/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
LANDRY, JOSHUA J.                                     LUCIER, MELISSA A.                                 LOUDON          CANTERBURY           09/10/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
DOPP, CHRISTOPHER J.                               VICENTE, KATRINA M.                             LOUDON      CTR. BARNSTEAD       09/10/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
BEAUDOIN, CHRISTOPHER E.                   COVELL, ANDREA D.                                LOUDON           GILMANTON            09/17/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
LINGNER, NICHOLAS T.                              CARR, VALERIE M.                                    LOUDON             CONCORD               09/17/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
HARDY, JAMES D.                                         CAPPETTA, JULIANNA                             LOUDON               LOUDON                09/24/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
PURTELL, SETH M.                                       BENTO, MONICA M.                                 CONCORD        CANTERBURY           10/01/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
LUCKERN PHILIP G.                                     GLIDDEN, BETSY M.                                CONCORD          FRANCONIA             10/06/16
CONCORD, NH                                               LOUDON, NH
LECLAIR, STEVEN R.                                   RUBIN, KAILA R.                                        LOUDON           CHICHESTER            10/07/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
ORDWAY, KRISTOPHER-MORGAN E.         GAGNON, KELSEA L.                                LOUDON            PLYMOUTH             10/08/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
DUBOIS II, RICHARD E.                               ELLIS, CHELCIE N.                                    LOUDON               WILTON                 10/15/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
DYMENT, CLINT J.                                        RENZZULLA, AMANDA G.                       LOUDON           CHICHESTER            10/22/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
BELL, WILLIAM K.                                       SINGER, HEATHER A.                                LOUDON          CANTERBURY           11/02/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
MOSES, MATHEW D.                                    GOODWIN, KAYLA K.                               LOUDON               LOUDON                11/12/16
ENFIELD, CT                                                  LOUDON, NH
MARSHALL, BRIAN A.                                 HAMEL, MARIE C.                                     LOUDON              LACONIA               12/18/16
LOUDON, NH                                                 LOUDON, NH
SINCE THE 1977 LEGISLATURE HAS ENACTED THE LAWS THAT GOVERN ACCESS TO VITAL RECORDS IT IS RECOM-
MENDED THAT WE DO NOT INCLUDE ITEMS OF A PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL NATURE, THEREFORE, I HAVE USED THE
GUIDELINES SUGGESTED BY THE REGISTRAR OF VITAL RECORDS, IN THE PREPARATION OF THESE REPORTS.
WENDY YOUNG
TOWN CLERK, LOUDON
2015–2016 Town of Loudon Annual Report 83
Births
Child’s Name                                                   D/O/B       Birth Place                   Father/Partner’s Name          Mother’s Name
SMITH, GRACIE LOVE                          01/10/16  CONCORD, NH       SMITH JR., MATTHEW    LUOMA, BRANDICE
MARSH, ISAAC RODRIGUES              02/13/16  CONCORD, NH       MARSH, ERIC                    MARSH, VANESSA
MULKHEY, HENRY QUINN                  02/19/16  CONCORD, NH       MULKHEY, HEATH          MULKHEY, VALERIE
MORLEY, ADELYNN MIREILLE          03/15/16  CONCORD, NH       MORLEY, IAN                    MORLEY, HEIDI
CALDON, CAEL ALEXANDER            03/26/16  CONCORD, NH       CEBOLLERO, THOMAS   CALDON,ERICA
JONES, OLIVIA CLAIRE                       04/01/16  CONCORD, NH       JONES, TIMOTHY             JONES, JENNIFER
FISKE, CALEB JAMES                           04/06/16  CONCORD, NH       FISKE SR., JASON            FISKE, EMILY
PARKER, ELIZABETH MARIELEE      05/04/16  CONCORD, NH       PARKER, WILLIAM          PARKER, STEPHANIE
GUERTIN, TAYLOR RAY                       05/31/16  CONCORD, NH       GUERTIN JR., ROBERT    GUERTIN, MEGAN
WELCH, JENNA ROSE                           06/20/16  CONCORD, NH       WELCH, JOHN                   WELCH, GLORIA
BUSS, EMERSYN LEE                           07/02/16  CONCORD, NH       BUSS, TIMOTHY               BUSS, KARA
JACKSON, EMMA ROSE                       08/09/16  CONCORD, NH       JACKSON, JOSEPH           JACKSON, JENNIFER
CARVALHO IV, MATHEWS                   08/23/16  CONCORD, NH       CARVALHO III,                  CARVALHO,
                                                                                                                      MATHEWS                     DANIELLE
ROESEL, DOMINIC MICHAEL             09/14/16  CONCORD, NH       ROESEL, ANTHONY        GAGNE, ASHLEY
CORBETT, MILES RUSSELL                10/29/16  CONCORD, NH       CORBETT, MICHAEL       CORBETT, SHEENA
CRAY, LENNOX MARIE                        10/29/16  CONCORD, NH       CRAY JR., WESLEY          CRAY, RACHEL
MURANO, DELANEY RAYE                11/06/16  CONCORD, NH       MURANO, GREGORY      MURANO, SHANNON
TASKER, EVERLY MAE                        11/23/16  CONCORD, NH       TASKER, JUSTIN              TASKER, KRIS-LYN
PEARL, THEODORE LEWIS                 12/04/16  CONCORD, NH       PEARL, JOSHUA               PEARL, NATALYA
FOLEY, QUINN TAYLOR                       12/19/16  LEBANON, NH       FOLEY, KEENAN              GEORGE, ALEXIS
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